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ABSTRACT

Nuclear magnetic resonance experiments were performed on a series
of selenium model compounds, tellurium model compounds, a tin model
compound, a selenium metabolite that is an excretory product, and a
selenoprotein. lH-{77se}, lH-{ H^Sn}, 1H-{ 125Te}, and 1H-{ 123Te}
heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence experiments were performed for
the first time on these compounds. In all cases the use of indirect detection
substantially increased the sensitivity of observing these nuclei. Coupling
constants between 9.4 and 54.2 Hz were successful on selenium compounds
and coupling constants between 14.3 and 102.5 Hz were successful on
model tellurium compounds. The increase in sensitivity for the observation
of selenium compounds was 68 which is close to the theoretical value of 73
and for the observation of tellurium the increase in sensitivity was 46 which
is close to the theoretical value of 50.7. These large gains in sensitivity
allowed the detection of selenium present in trimethylselenonium iodide at
levels below 1 mM. This could conceivably allow this methodology to be
adopted as a non-invasive method for the detection of this selenium
metabolite and as a means of measuring selenium toxicity levels in blood or
urine. Indirect lH-{77se} HMQC experiments were also successful on
protein A from the glycine reductase complex of Clostridium sticklandii. In
addition to enhancing the sensitivity of detecting selenium in this protein,
these indirect experiments greatiy simplify the spectrum so that only protons
that are scalar coupled to selenium are seen in the NMR spectrum. Work on
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the tin compound had the same aim but it involves using tin as a filter and
then performing a NOESY experiment.
In the appendices it is shown how selenium NMR was used to
identify the presence of a selenite ester in a long chain fatty acid. A
lanthanide shift experiment aided the assignment of both the major and
minor diastereomer of the selenite ester. The design of a triple resonance
box is shown. Finally, electrochemical oxidation data on selected dithiins,
thiatellurins, selenothiins, dithiiranes, and thiophene derivatives are
presented.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Sensitivity Problems in NMR Spectroscopy
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is an inherently
insensitive

spectroscopic technique.

Despite this insensitivity it is

nevertheless quite a powerful method for determining the structure of
compounds. This insensitivity results from the fact that the energy that is
used in NMR spectroscopy is in the low energy radiofrequency region. The
difference in populations (which is dependent on the Boltzman distribution)
in the spin states of NMR active nuclei is very small. When the precise
radiofrequency (which is dependent on the magnetic field strength in which
the sample lies) is applied to excite these nuclei across a quantum spin
transition the populations are inverted and these transitions can be detected
by NMR spectroscopy. Unfortunately the signal generated when these spins
are excited sometimes is not substantially larger than the noise generated by
the NMR spectrometer (which explains the low sensitivity).
/

Although NMR spectroscopy is on the whole an insensitive technique
there is still a range of sensitivities within the different nuclei of the periodic
table. Because different spin 1/2 nuclei (two spin states) require different
radiofrequencies to excite them across these transitions (which means that
the population differences also differ) there are some nuclei which will be
sensitive in NMR spectroscopy (e.g.,

and ^^F), a few with moderate

sensitivity (e.g., 31p) and a majority of nuclei being relatively or highly
insensitive (e.g.,

15n, 57pe,

125xe etc.).
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A factor which surprisingly increases the sensitivity of certain nuclei
is the presence of more than two spin states. One might expect that the
consequence of having more than two spin states would be that the
populations of nuclei would be diluted due to the finite number of nuclei
which are spread over additional spin states. The opposite is actually true.
The sensitivity of a nucleus is directly proportional to the spin quantum
number, I. Unfortunately, sometimes the increase in sensitivity that one sees
by increasing the spin quantum number is not borne out in actuality because
the resonances resulting from these nuclei are so broad (due to quadrupolar
broadening) that they may almost be imperceptible above the baseline noise.
A factor which lowers the receptivity of a given nucleus is when
the NMR active isotope is not present at 100% natural abundance. Because
only those nuclei that are NMR active can be seen by the spectrometer, any
isotopic level less than 100% will reduce the receptivity of that nucleus.
Ironically it is the often the nuclei with the smallest population differences in
spin states that also have the lowest natural isotopic abundance in the NMR
active isotope.
A significant portion of the research done in NMR spectroscopy has
had as its goal an increase in sensitivity. With the advent of Fourier
transform NMR spectroscopy combined with signal averaging a large
improvement was made in increasing the sensitivity over the older scanning
continuous wave method. Higher field magnets, improved probe design, and
better electronics associated with NMR spectroscopy have also increased the
sensitivity. Methodological developments in NMR spectroscopy have also
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been made with the idea of overcoming the limited sensitivity of this
spectroscopic technique.
With the development of Fourier transform NMR, multiple pulse
experiments were now not only possible (although they had been performed
on a rudimentary level with scanning experiments) but they were now also
quite facile to perform. These multiple pulse experiments had several effects
on NMR spectroscopy. Two of these are that it made signal averaging
routine and it allowed the development of two dimensional and coherence
transfer experiments.
The first proposal of a two-dimensional coherence transfer experiment
was a homonuclear (proton-proton) experiment proposed by Jeener.' This
was subsequently reduced to practice by Ernst et al.^ Many correlation
experiments have been proposed and developed since this initial twodimensional experiment. One was the HETCOR (Heteronuclear Correlation
Spectroscopy) which applies to 13c-1h correlations. ^ Another experiment
was the 13c-13c correlation
Abundance

INADEQUATE (Incredible Natural

Double Quantum Transfer Experiment) experiment.'^

Unfortunately, because of the low frequency used in the excitation of the
carbon nucleus and the low natural isotopic abundance of its NMR active
isotope (1.1%), the usefulness of the two preceding experiments particularly
the INADEQUATE can sometimes be relatively limited. It would be
advantageous if other coherence transfer methods could be developed that
would not suffer from these sensitivity problems.
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One of the earliest coherence transfer methods that attempted to
enhance the sensitivity of the X-nucleus was the selective population
transfer experiment (or selective population inversion).^ Subsequently other
pulse sequences were developed that used the inherent sensitivity of the
proton to transfer magnetization onto less sensitive X-nuclei. Experiments
like INEPT® (Insensitive Nucleus Enhanced by Polarization Transfer) and
DEPT'' (Distortionless Enhancement by Polarization Transfer) took
advantage of the greater sensitivity of the proton. Both of these experiments
detected the X-nucleus.

Researchers realized that it would be further

advantageous if one could detect the proton in these experiments (in addition
to using the proton's inherent sensitivity to transfer some magnetization onto
the X-nucleus). With the development of inverse experiments this transfer
of magnetization as well as the detection of the more sensitive proton was
realized. The Overbodenhausen experiment^ was the first to take advantage
of these methods. In this experiment Bodenhausen used the proton to detect
nitrogen at the namral isotopic abundance of the

nucleus.

Further gains in the sensitivity of NMR spectroscopy in general and
inverse experiments in particular have been made by the development of
new techniques and equipment including gradient shim coils.

The

generation of a gradient magnetic field around the sample ensures that the
sample is in a very homogenous magnetic field and allows the use of higher
receiver gains (and thus shorter

total acquisition time) .

Unwanted

coherences, e.g., those from protons in molecules containing the non-NMR
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active isotope of the X-nucleus, which are often the largest signals, do not
even reach the preamplifier.
Higher magnetic fields have also increased the sensitivities that one
can attain in these NMR experiments. With the materials that are available
today there does seem to be a limit to the magnetic field strengths that can be
obtained without sacrificing in terms of field drift. Thus to obtain higher
field strengths it is likely that new and better materials will have to be
developed.

New superconducting

materials that work at higher

temperatures are sure to be beneficial in the attempt to increase sensitivity.
These materials will not just aid in allowing higher field strengths to be
developed with less field drift but should also aid in the development of new
superconducting probeheads (which have been shown to also increase
sensitivity).
Sensitivity increases are likely to continue being made with the
development of new materials but as is the case with almost any
technological advance it is usually the new ideas (like inverse experiments)
which lead to the largest advances. This is also likely to be the case in NMR
spectroscopy.

20

Inverse Experiments
The three most common inverse experiments are HMQC
(Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum Coherence), HSQC (Heteronuclear Single
Quantum Coherence), and HMBC (Heteronuclear Multiple Bond
Coherence).^ HMBC is a variation of the HMQC pulse sequence which has
the advantage of detecting long-range couplings in the presence of larger
(usually short-range) coupling constants. In all of these experiments the
final spectral results are similar to a HETCOR except that the sensitivity
tends to be increased somewhat.
In an inverse experiment where the proton is detected, the proton
generally is excited first and then the scalar coupling (between the proton
and the X-nucleus) is allowed to evolve (this delay period is usually set to
1/2J).B^ Magnetization is then created on the X-nucleus by a transfer pulse
(a 90° pulse on the X-nucleus). At this point a small incremented variable
delay is generally used that will create a two-dimensional experiment. It is
at this point that the chemical shift information develops into a X-nucleus
single quantum coherence or a proton-X-nucleus multiple quantum
coherence. Because multiple quantum coherence cannot be detected by the
spectrometer, the magnetization is then transferred back to the proton at the
end of this period by applying another 90o X-nucleus pulse. This creates
single quantum coherence on the proton which can be detected. Generally
another delay (also set to 1/2J) is used at this time to convert the resultant
signal which is anti-phase into an in-phase signal. After this delay the
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detection of the proton and the indirect detection of the X-nucleus are now
possible. One should employ phase cycling at this point whereby the phase
of the pulses and the receiver phases alternate in a way such that the large
signal from the central NMR peak (resulting from the signal of those protons
which have non-NMR active nuclei attached to them) is suppressed and the
satellites are collected. The decoupling of the X-nucleus during the
acquisition period results in a signal which generally gives a singlet in the
0)2 dimension. Decoupling the X-nucleus also increases the signal to noise.
This is because the signal which was previously a "doublet" (from the
collection of the satellites of the large central peak) is now a singlet which
should have a greater intensity than in the corresponding non-decoupled
spectrum.
Factors that need to be considered when doing inverse experiments
are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times of the molecule. Large
scalar coupling constants mean that small evolution delays are used.

If a

small delay is used, generally the relaxation processes are unlikely to affect
magnetization transfers. If the scalar coupling constant between the proton
and the X-nucleus is small, the delays needed for scalar coupling to evolve
are larger (as they are set to 1/2J) and the magnetization transfers will be less
efficient (if the relaxation times are fast relative to the delay times). These
problems tend to be amplified in quadrupolar nuclei and large spin 1/2 nuclei
that tend to have broad lines (due to the chemical shift anisotropy, CSA,
mechanism).

Sometimes these problems can be averted by using lower
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magnetic fields as the CSA relaxation mechanism is known to vary with the
square of the field strength.''
The BIRD pulse sequence has been developed and can also
increase the sensitivity of inverse experiments.'^ This pulse sequence is
used essentially to get rid of those resonances that result from protons which
are in molecules containing the non-NMR active isotope of the X nucleus.
The BIRD works by starting the inverse part of the pulse sequence at the null
of this large center peak (much like an inverse-pulse recovery sequence).
The BIRD is not needed with isotopically enriched samples because there is
essentially no signal from protons that are attached to the non-NMR active
isotope of the X-nucleus. The use of the BIRD can also increase the signal
to noise (if the signal of interest is the largest peak in the one-dimensional
proton spectrum). Because the large central signal is nulled before the start
of the inverse part of the pulse sequence, larger receiver gains can
conceivably be used which should further increase the signal to noise in the
inverse spectrum.
The resultant increase in signal to noise increase that is achieved
theoretically when one does an inverse experiment over that of directly
detecting the X-nucleus is given in Proportionality 1.1.''

S/Na Ns(Yl/ys)3/2

1.1

In this equation, Ns is the number of sensitive nuclei scalar coupled to the
insensitive nucleus that one is trying to detect.

and Ys are the
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magnetogyric ratios of the sensitive and insensitive nuclei, respectively.
Generally, sensitivity increases are proportional to the third power of the
ratios of the magnetogyric ratios of the sensitive and insensitive nuclei,
respectively.

This third power comes from three sources. One y comes

from the population differences in the respective spin states (the Boltzman
distribution), one Y comes from the magnetic moment difference and the last
Y comes from the difference in precessing frequencies between the sensitive
nuclei and those of the insensitive nuclei.'^ The sensitivity increase that is
realized in indirect detection experiments is only raised to the 3/2 power.
This apparent loss in sensitivity is attributed to two factors. One yi/ys is lost
because there is an initial transfer of magnetization from the sensitive
nucleus to the insensitive nucleus and the square root of another yi/js is lost
because spectrometer noise is proportional to the root of the magnetogyric
ratio of the nuclei being observed.
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Inverse Detection of Unusual Nuclei
The detection of elements allowing structural elucidation of
compounds has interested researchers for years. NMR spectroscopy is an
ideal way in which to detect these elements provided that there is an NMR
active isotope of the element. Unfortunately, many of the elements lack the
sensitivity to be detected quickly. Thus, the indirect detection of these
nuclei by protons has expedited the detection process. Although there has
been work done on the indirect detection of nuclei other than spin 1=1/2
nuclei, only the work done on spin 1=1/2 nuclei will be considered here.
Because of the widespread occurrence of both nitrogen and carbon
most of the reports in the literature are on these nuclei.'^-The indirect
detection of these two nuclei are vital for the elucidation of the structure of
proteins and thus it is logical that these are the nuclei most smdied. This is
not to say that there has been no interest in the indirect detection of other
NMR active X-nuclei^ which also appear in biological molecules (but not
with the frequency of carbon and nitrogen). There have been many reports
published on the indirect detection of these other X-nuclei. The next part of
this introduction will attempt to survey the papers that have been published
on the indirect detection of some of the spin 1=1/2 "unusual nuclei".
Finally, because the nature of the work which will be presented in the
following chapters

emphasizes biochemical applications, special

consideration will be given to those reports in the literature which are
important biochemically.
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Of the first 94 elements of the periodic table there are 27 that contain
isotopes that have a nuclear spin of 1/2 that are present with a non-zero
natural isotopic abundance,'^ Thus helium-3 which has spin 1=1/2 but a
natural isotopic abundance which is extremely small (1.37xl0"6 %) will not
be considered. See Table 1.1 for a list of these spin 1=1/2 nuclei as well as
their isotopic abundance and the frequency at which they can be detected. It
should be remembered that the sensitivity of a given nucleus is dependent on
the spin quantum number as well as the magnetogyric ratio.

The sensitivity

of a given nucleus is illustrated as a proportionality given in expression
1.2'8

Sensitivitya }^I(x)(I(x) +

1*2

where yx is the magnetogyric ratio of the nucleus of interest and I(x) is the
spin quantum number. Thus as the spin quantum number of a nucleus
increases as well as the frequency at which one detects the nucleus one can
expect to also see a corresponding rise in sensitivity of that nucleus. A more
meaningful indication of the amount of signal that is generated with a given
nucleus, however, is given by the receptivity which is indicated in equation
IJ'8

Receptivity =

7^(x)(I(x) + D

1.3
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In this equation the receptivity actually takes into account the natural
isotopic abundance of the NMR active nucleus that is being observed, ax. If
this nucleus is isotopicaUy enriched then this value also increases. Table 1.1
indicates the natural isotopic abundance of the spin 1=1/2 nucleus of each of
the elements as well as the frequency at which one would detect it with a 1
Tesla magnet. The combination of these two factors gives an indication of
the receptivity of a given nucleus.
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Table 1.1^ A list of the elements with spin 1=1/2 nuclei, their natural
isotopic abundance, and frequency.
Nucleus

Natural isotopic

Frequency^ (MHz)

abundance (%)
1H

99.9

42.6

3H

*

45.4

3He

0.0001

32.4

13c

1.1

10.7

15N

0.36

4.32

100

40.1

29si

4.67

8.47

31p

100

17.25

57Fe

2.1

1.38

77se

7.63

8.16

89Y

100

2.09

103Rh

100

1.35

107Ag

51.84

1.73

109Ag

48.16

1.99

lllcd

12.80

9.07

113cd

12.22

9.49

117sn

7.68

15.26

119sn

8.59

15.97
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Nucleus

Natural isotopic

Frequency^ (MHz)

abundance (%)
123Te

0.91

11.23

l25Te

7.14

13.55

129xe

26.4

11.86

169Tm

100

3.53

17lYb

14.3

7.53

183w

14.3

1.80

187os

1.6

0.99

195pt

33.8

9.29

199Hg

16.9

7.71

203ti

29.5

24.73

205ti

70.5

24.97

207pb

22.1

9.03

209po

*

iij

21lRn

*

9.16

225Ra

*

11.2

^Table adapted from Holden, N.E., "Table of the Isotopes", in Lide, D.R.,
Ed., CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 74th Ed., CRC Press, Boca
Raton, FL, 1993. ^ Frequency for a I T magnet.
As can be seen from Table 1.1, several elements have two spin 1=1/2
isotopes and generally the one on which more work has been published
(usually the more receptive isotope) will be given greater consideration.
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There has yet to be any work by NMR spectroscopy on the indirect detection
of the following nuclei of spin 1=1/2: Y-89, Xe-129, Tl-203, Po-209, Ra225, Tm-169, Yb-173, and Pu-239, so they also will not be considered (the
nuclei that are of higher molecular weight than Po-209 generally are
unstable or are not naturally occurring). There have also been reports on the
indirect detection of nuclei by nuclei other than the proton but these reports
will not be considered in detail here. As yet there also has been no report in
the literature on the indirect detection of Te-125 by the proton (although
there has been a report of a

125xe correlation experiment'').

In the first row of the periodic table the spin 1=1/2 elements on which
any indirect detection work has been done are C-13, N-15, and F-19.
Because the work in the literature is so extensive on the first two of these
elements, reviews on the subject have been written and will not be reviewed
again here. F-19 is an interesting case because it is almost as sensitive as the
proton (F-19 has a 100% natural abundance and the frequency at which one
detects it is close to the proton frequency: on a 1 T magnet the proton
resonates at 42.6 MHz and F-19 resonates at 40.1 MHz). Because its
frequency is so close to that of the proton, special probehead design needs to
be considered when doing these inverse experiments. The inner coil which
is normally used to detect the proton does not need any major modifications
but the outer coil which is usually used to excite the X-nuclei in inverse
broad band probes will now have to reach the high F-19 frequency in
addition to nuclei that resonate at very low frequencies so the broad band
coil has to be able to generate a range of frequencies that cannot normally be
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obtained. Usually if one is doing inverse

l^F} experiments one would

have a probehead which is solely designed for those experiments.
A broad band inverse probehead generally has coils that are tuned to
correspond to frequencies from P-31 to N-15 or Fe-57 (these nuclei resonate
at 17.25, 4.32, and 1.38 MHz on a IT magnet, respectively). At lower field
strengths (i.e. at or below 7.05T) the low frequencies are very difficult to
tune so it is likely that an inverse probehead that is made for a 7.05 Tesla
magnet will be able to resonate at frequencies only from N-15 (and not Fe57) to P-31. To resonate at the very low frequency much more sophisticated
electronics are required (many more capacitors).
Consideration also needs to be taken of filters that may be required
such that only the desired frequencies are sent to the probehead. IH-{
inverse experiments are not likely to give much signal to noise enhancement.
Any gain in signal obtained from the detection of the marginally higher
proton frequency is likely to be offset by any small amount of inefficient
magnetization transfer as well as relaxation processes which are more likely
to come into play in the more complicated pulse sequences required for an
inverse experiment (as opposed to a simple one pulse experiment). Because
the signal enhancement is likely to be minimal (if any at all) in an inverse
experiment, other factors need to be considered when running these ^H{19F} inverse experiments. One factor which may make an inverse
experiment useful in this case is if spectral simplification needs to be made.
With a complicated proton spectrum ( assignments being difficult to make)
in a compound that is selectively labeled with fluorine an inverse experiment
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can be performed that simplifies the spectrum. Presumably only those
protons spin coupled to fluorine will be seen while those which are not will
be suppressed. This will allow the assignment of those resonances and
simplify the interpretation of the spectrum. A HETCOR experiment may be
more instructive than an inverse experiment (and not suffer from the loss in
sensitivity usually seen in going from an inverse experiment to a HETCOR)
in this case.

Hughes et al. were able to simplify the spectrum of a

corticosteroid flocinonide by these methods.^® Others have also done some
work on 1H-{

correlation spectroscopy.

In the second row of the periodic table the nuclei that are of interest
areSi-29andP-3I. The lH-{29si } inverse experiments have been primarily
performed to look at silanes and silatranes.^^. 24 xhere is some biological
interest in this correlation as the trimethylsilyl functional group is often used
as a protecting group in sugars

and thus lH-{29si} inverse experiments

performed on these protected sugars can lead to structural elucidation.
There has also been some work done on C-13 - Si-29 correlation
spectroscopy.-^ ^^H- {^^P} inverse experiments are likely to be of use in
studying nucleic acids in which there is a phosphate functionality which
connects the 3' position to the 5' position on the adjoining ribose ring.
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BASE

This method was used to assign the chemical shifts of the respective 5'
protons in NAD""" (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide).^ Even with
{3'Pl inverse detection there have still been problems with proton
assignments in longer oligomers because of very small chemical shift
differences in the proton NMR.

Inverse pulse sequences combined with

TOCSY or NOESY pulse sequences (i.e. three-dimensional experiments) in
the future should alleviate this problem somewhat and facilitate the
assignments of these protons in longer nucleic acid oligomers. Inverse ^ H{31?} experiments may also be potentially useful in the detection of
phosphorylated amino acids (like tyrosine, serine, or threonine) in proteins
which may be implicated in signal transduction processes. However, a 4bond coupling constant between phosphorus and the closest protons on the
aromatic ring in a phosphorylated tyrosine compound is likely to be quite
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small. Thus the method is not as likely to be as useful for phosphorylated
tyrosine as it is for phosphorylated threonine or serine.
A technique which has been developed relatively recendy and should
aid in the assignment of proton resonances in nucleic acids is 3-dimensionaI
NMR spectroscopy. By spreading out the proton resonances in another
dimension (i.e. performing H,P,C correlation spectroscopy), the carbon
chemical shift is now used to facilitate the assigrmient of diese proton peaks
due to its larger chemical shift range.

A note should be made about the

facility of performing lH-{31p} inverse experiments. They are quite easy to
do because no suppression of a resonance resulting from an NMR inactive
nucleus of phosphorus needs to be made (P-31 is 100% abundant). Pulse
sequences can thus be simplified (i.e. no BIRD is required).
The third row of the periodic table has Fe-57 and Se-77 as the only
spin 1=1/2 elements. Both of these nuclei have had inverse experiments
performed on them.

Fe-57 is one of the most insensitive nuclei and

consequendy its indirect detection is likely to give one of the largest signal
enhancements over the direct detection of the nucleus. The first inverse
{57Fe} experiment was performed on a dilute solution of an iron complex.-^
Future inverse experiments on biological molecules are likely to be made
on heme-containing proteins. Unfortunately, in these heme proteins there
are often no protons scalar coupled to the iron nucleus which precludes these
experiments from being performed.
Four papers on ^H-f^^Se} inverse experiments have been
published.^8-30 Selenium is an important element in biology and its
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biological role as well as its detection by NMR spectroscopy (both directly
and indirectly) will be covered in detail later.
The fourth row of the periodic table has the following spin 1=1/2
nuclei: Y-89, Rh-103, Ag-107 and Ag-109, Cd-111 andCd-113, Sn-117 and
Sn-119, Te-123 and Te-125, and Xe-I31. There are literature reports on
inverse experiments that have been performed with Rh-103, Ag-109, Cd113, and Sn-119 (generally if an element has two spin 1=1/2 nuclei inverse
experiments have been performed on the more sensitive nucleus).

The

other nuclei have not had any reports on their indirect detection although
there has been a report on correlation spectroscopy between Te-125 and C13.'^
The reports on Rh-103 involve the indirect detection of this nucleus in
organorhodium complexes and the application of double resonance
techniques using lH-{31p} and 1H-{
report on

There has been a recent

indirect spectroscopy being used for the detection

and characterization of rhodium dihydrides.^^

31p_|103Rh} inverse

spectroscopy has also been reported for the detection as well as the chemical
shift of rhodium imine and iminato complexes.^^ There has also been a
report on 1H-{

inverse spectroscopy being used in the detection of

olefin rhodium complexes with very small scalar coupling constants (1.2-2.1
Hz) with spin-lattice relaxation times on the order of one second.^'^
Several recent papers on 1H-{ l^^Ag} inverse spectroscopy have also
appeared. One of these papers allowed the establishment of connectivities in
a yeast metallothionein by the incorporation of silver in place of the
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naturally occurring copper in the protein.^^ Connectivities were elucidated
between 10 of the 12 cysteine residues and seven bound 109Ag tnetal ions.
A report on complexes with Pt-H-Ag bonds also uses inverse
spectroscopy in structure characterization.^^

lH-{109A.g} inverse

spectroscopy was also used in the determination of the number of
coordinated

P-31

spins

and

the

coordination

of

a

chiral

ferrocenylphosphine.
Similar to the experiments that have been performed with

there

has been some work on a 1 l^cd rabbit liver metallothionein. In this case
connectivities were made for all of the 20 cysteinyl residues (some were
coordinated to one 11 ^Cd and some were coordinated to two H^Cd
residues).In other work using inverse lH-{113Cd} experiments the
structure of another metallothionein from an invertebrate was partially
elucidated.^^
Some work on 1H-{ 119-Sn} inverse spectroscopy

has been

performed. One of the studies involved the use of this methodology in the
indirect detection of what were extremely broad tin signals (in the direct tin
detection) from trimethylstannylborane complexes.The broad signal
resulted from a scalar coupling with the quadrupolar 1 1B nucleus. If the tin
signal is broad it is likely that the proton signal containing the tin satellites
will also be broad and with a small iH-H^Sn coupling constant the
satellites will often be obscured. This problem was seen in a study where
the authors were still able to indirectly detect these obscured satellites by
using a modified HMBC pulse sequence.'^'
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In the fifth row of the periodic table the elements possessing spin
1=1/2 nuclei are W-183, Os-187, Pt-195, Hg-199, Tl-205, Pb-207, Po-209,
and Rn-223. Of these, there are reports on inverse detection of only W-183,
Os-187, Pt-195, Hg-199, and Pb-207T Because this row has some of the
most insensitive nuclei of spin 1=1/2 , indirect detection is likely to be quite
useful for these elements.
Because the chemical shift range of these heavy atom elements is
generally so large, often the easiest way to detect these atoms in general and
W-183 in particular is by 1H-{183w} HMQC spectroscopy. This method
was used in the detection of allyl tungsten complexes.^'^ The method also
allows one to gamer information about the chemical shifts of the nuclei
being indirectly observed. Generally, one would use very large spectral
windows in the col dimension and just a few transients to see if the satellites
are collected. One can then move the window until the window containing
the frequency where the NMR active indirectly detected nucleus resonates is
found. At this point one can narrow the window size to more accurately
detect the chemical shift of the X-nucleus. This has the advantage over
having to use long collection times for each window if one is trying to
directly detect the very insensitive X-nucleus. Because there are no filters in
the col dimension in inverse experiments (HMQC), there is little likelihood
of aliasing (folding) occurring.
Because 187os is the most insensitive spin 1=1/2 nucleus, the inverse
work that has been done on this nucleus was likely done simply to increase
the sensitivity of osmium detection. A few reports have appeared in the
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literature. One such work using 1H-{ ^87 Qs} spectroscopy was done on pcymeneosmium hydride complexes (using a modified HSQC experiment).
Dicationic tetranuclear tetrahydrides of osmium have also been measured by
inverse experiments.'^^ Inverse experiments were actually used to determine
the chemical shift range of

the magnitude and sign of 1H-187os

scalar couplings, and spin lattice relaxation times in quasitetrahedral
cyclopentadienyl)(phosphine)2(R)]Os complexes.'^
Contrary to the inverse work on Os-187, the corresponding work on
Pt-195 is less likely done to increase sensitivity. This is owing to the
relatively high resonance frequency (9.29 MHz on a IT magnet) and high
natural isotopic abundance of the NMR active isotope of the platinum
nucleus (33.8%). The inverse work that has been done on 1H-{ 195pt} has
involved the determination of assignments in platinum (II) complexes.
The early inverse experiments on Hg-199 involved the study of
methylmercury-thiol ligand complexes in solution.'^^ This is one of the few
reports where an experimental estimation of the enhancement value was
obtained and compared to that of the theoretical. The experimental value
that was calculated was 16 and the theoretical enhancement was 74. In
another report, a phenylmercury acetate compound of biological interest was
indirectly detected."^^
Only one experiment involving Pb-207 was found. In this experiment
the inverse detection on Pb-207 involved a Hahn spin-echo NMR
technique.

This technique allowed long range

1h coupling constants
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to be determined as well as the relative signs of the 207pb-15N coupling
constants.
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The Biochemistry of Selenium and Tellurium
The importance of selenium as a supplement in diets has been known
since the 1950s.'^'

The amount of selenium in diets has long been

implicated for its role in the following diseases: Keshan disease,Kaschan
Beck disease, cirrhosis, certain types of cancer, and coronary heart disease.
A recent study shows the beneficial effects of supplementary selenium in
the diet to reduce the incidence of cancer in a selenium deficient area.^' In
this epidemiological study the subjects either took selenium supplements of
200 |J,g/day or were given placebos.

Those that took the selenium

supplements were shown to have a statistically lower incidence of certain
cancers than those that took the placebo. Selenium has also been targeted as
a possible suspect in AIDS^^ and it has been implicated as a potentially
important nutrient in the aging process. It is likely that its role in some of
these processes is somewhat limited, however.
There is a very small window of tolerated selenium levels. The
concentration of selenium in plasma is approximately 1 |lM (in all forms)
and the USDA recommends doses of 70 |i.g/day for men and 55 |J.g/day for
women. The effects of a deficiency in selenium have been known for years
(especially in cattle) as it relates to Keshan disease while an overabundance
of selenium is toxic with hair loss and nausea being two of the more obvious
symptoms.

To understand the necessity of selenium yet its potential

dangers if dosages are too high, one must know something of its biochemical
function, its regulation, as well as its metabolic pathways.
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Selenium's importance in biochemistry is largely a result of
its incorporation into proteins as the amino acid selenocysteine or its
connection with proteins as some other selenium metabolite.

The proteins

now known in which selenium is incorporated (either as selenocysteine or as
an inorganic salt)

are indicated in Table 1.2. It has been estimated that

there are between 50 and 100 selenoproteins present in higher order
mammals (personal communication with Dr. Vas Aposhian).
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Table 1.2 A list of the known selenoproteins.

Glutathione peroxidase

Mitochondrial capsule selenoprotein

Formate dehydrogenase

Nicotinic acid hydroxylase

Selenoprotein P

Xanthine dehydrogenase

Tetraiodothyronine 5'-deiodinase

Thiolase

Thioredoxin reductase

Glycine reductase (protein A)

There is some theoretical evidence for the existence of a selenoprotein in
HIV although one is yet to be isolated. Some of the above listed proteins
have several different variations {i.e. there are several different types of
glutathione peroxidase, some of which do not contain Secys and of
tetraiodothyronine 5'-deiodinase). Unnatural selenoproteins are not included
in the above Ust.
Selenocysteine is encoded for in the genetic code as the codon TGA
which normally acts as a stop codon.In eukaryotes, it has been
demonstrated that there are sequences

in the untranslated regions of the

mRNA which mediate the incorporation of selenocysteine and preclude
UGA from acting as a stop codon.^'^ These regions are known as SECIS
regions (or selenocysteine insertion sequences).

The SECIS region in

prokaryotes is in a section of the mRNA that is translated.

In eukaryotes

the sequence that appears to be most vital for the incorporation of
selenocysteine consists of several bases in the 3' untranslated region of the
mRNA.^^ These bases can be either in relatively close proximity (-100
bases) to the gene being translated or they can be several thousand bases
away. It is likely that these bases allow the formation of a stem loop
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Structure which somehow communicates to the ribosome and the acylated
selenocysteine tRNA allowing the incorporation of a selenocysteine residue
(instead of acting as a stop codon).

It is likely that there is some effect

from the adjacent base to the UGA codon which accounts for the efficacy
with which selenocysteine is incorporated. Purines at this 4th position
preferentially give the mRNA sequence a greater propensity to insert
selenocysteine than do pyrimidines. There also is a bias for having uridine
versus cytodine.
For selenocysteine to be incorporated there is a prerequisite that
selenium be present. In cells that are selenium deficient, selenocysteine can
not be incorporated and the codon generally acts as a stop codon or in many
cases cysteine will be incorporated in lieu of selenocysteine. This is a bit
unusual because the tRNA which inserts the selenocysteine residue is first
loaded with serine and then is modified by a selenium donor into a
selenocysteine residue. This donor has been recently discovered to be a
selenophosphate.^^ It is not only involved in the conversion of this serine
into selenocysteine but is also presumably involved in the conversion of a 2thio 5-methyl amino methyl uridine into its selenium analog (the selenium
replacing the sulfur)." The formation of the charged tRNA
containing the selenocysteine in prokaryotes is believed to occur due to a
number of macromolecules coming together (Figure 1.1). The formation of
selenoproteins in Escherichia coli requires four genes, selA-selD, as well as
their gene products. SelA produces a selenocysteine synthase, selB a
selenocysteine specific elongation factor, selC the tRNA^ec product, and
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selD a selenophosphate synthetase. By contrast, little is known about the
incorporation of selenocysteine in eukaryotes.
ATP

AMP + PP:

L-serine + tRNAyc^

Seryl-tRNAucA

serS
selA

X-O-Seryl-tRNAucA

mnm^S^U

Se-PhosphateSelD

mnm^Se^U'

PhosphateSelenocysteinyl-tRNAucA

Figure 1.1
Putative macromolecules involved in the charging of the
tRNA^ec SerS is the structural gene for serine-tRNA ligase, X-O-seryl- is
the serine residue activated at the hydroxyl group on the amino acid, and
mnm5S(e)2 are the 5-methylaminomethyl 2-thiouridine or 5methylaminomethyl 2-selenouridine, respectively. Figure adapted from
Proc. Natl Acad. ScL USA (1990), 87, 543.
The catabolism of selenocysteine into selenides involves the protein
selenocysteine P-lyase^^ which presumably converts selenocysteine into
alanine by ^-elimination/reduction. The selenium product is likely to be
H2Se under reducing conditions (i.e.. in the presence of dithiothreitol) and
perhaps elemental selenium when carried out under anaerobic conditions in
the absence of any reducing thiols.
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A note should be made of the importance of another selenium amino
acid. Selenomethionine is an important amino acid in plants and it also
appears in the animal kingdom to a small extent.^^-

It is not however

coded for in the genetic code but rather it appears to be randomly substituted
in proteins for methionine and it appears to follow much the same pathways
as its sulfur analog. The consequence of this lack of differentiation between
these two methionyl species is that there also appears to be little effect on
catalytic activity or other biological differences in proteins by this random
substitution. Selenomethionine, however, is a source of selenium necessary
to make selenocysteine although it is probably not as good a source as
selenides as it has to go through a longer pathway to produce selenocysteine.
In contrast, selenocysteine does seem to have biological advantages over the
corresponding cysteine residue (Table 1.3).^'
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Table 1.3 A comparison of selenocysteine versus cysteine at the active sites
of selenoenzymes.
Formate dehydrogenase Selenocysteine

Cysteine

(E. coli)
Km

26 mM

kcat
2800 s-1
Tetraiodothyronine 5'-^^,
deiodinase (Km)

5 mM
9s-l

Figure taken from T.C. Stadtman, J. Biol.Chem. (1991), 266, 16257.

The greater than 300-fold difference in catalytic activities may be attributed
to the widely differing pKaS of the selenol moiety versus that of the
mercaptan (there is greater than a three order of magnitude difference in the
pKas between selenocysteine and cysteine. Selenols generally have pKas
around 5.2 whereas the pKas of thiols tend to be 8.3 and above). Methionyl
and seleomethionyl derivatives show little difference in their biological
activities. The large difference in the pKas in the cysteine analogues means
that the thiol group on cysteine occurs primarily in the protonated form at
physiological pH whereas in selenocysteine it is primarily the selenolate
form which predominates. This renders the seleno analog a relatively good
nucleophile and the thio derivative a relatively poor nucleophile.
Presumably after the catabolism of selenocysteine any excess
selenium that is not recycled is excreted as the methylated derivative of
selenium, either as dimethyl selenide or as the trimethylselenonium salt. A
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number of studies have been performed on the monitoring of these
methylated selenium compounds as well as their detection

and references

therein).
Selenium also occurs occasionally in tRNA at the 2 position of a
modified uridine residue. As is the case with the conversion of serine to
selenocysteine on the tRNA, the same selenophosphate donor is also
responsible for the conversion of the thio base to the seleno base (Figure
1.1). In Clostridium sticklandii there is a tRNA which has this modified
selenouridine (2-seleno-5-methylaminomethyluridine)

at the wobble

position of the anticodon of an isoaccepting glutamate tRNA. Generally this
modified uridine base has sulfur present at the two position before the
selenium donor substitutes it with a selenium.

For an overall scheme of the

catabolic and metabolic pathways of selenium see Figure 1.2.
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Se-met
protein
catabolism

Se-cys

selenotRNAs

Se-cys in protein
via tRNA(Ser)Sec

Se-cys P-lyase

selenophosphate

selenides

/

selenophosphate
synthetase

methylation

Figure 1.2 Proposed scheme of selenium metabolism and catabolism.
Inorganic selenium is not included in the above scheme but it can readily be
converted to a selenide in a reaction with a reducing thiol. The question
mark indicates a postulated pathway about which little is known. (Figure
adapted from Burk, Raymond F. FASEB J., (1991), 5, 2275).
One of the selenoproteins that has been studied extensively is protein
A from the glycine reductase complex of Clostridium sticklandii. Its
importance is likely to be that it acts as a paradigm for the larger
selenoenzymes which occur in higher order animals (including man).
Because it is a 17 kDa protein, it is in the molecular weight range that can
be easily studied by NMR. Its function along with the other enzymes of the
glycine reductase complex (protein B and protein C) is to reduce glycine into
acetate and ammonia with the concomitant production of ATP. A proposed
biochemical pathway of this enzyme is given in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3 Proposed biosynthetic pathway of the glycine reductase complex
from Clostridium sticklandii. Note the interaction of the three proteins
which make up the complex (proteins A, B, and C) with glycine. Numbers
and letters under each of the drawings indicate the step and the protein from
the complex that is involved in the step, respectively. Figure adapted from
Biochemistry (1991), 30, 4030.
The formation of the glycine reductase complex and the approach of
glycine to the active site is shown in the first step of Figure 1.3. With loss
of water, protein B forms a Schiff base with glycine. This renders the alpha
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carbon somewhat electrophilic and allows the alpha carbon to be attacked by
the selenolate anion from protein A giving the carboxymethylated product in
2A. At this point the thiolate in protein C attacks the adjacent carboxyiate
carbon, liberating water. The subsequent intermediate presumably occurs
after a thiolate functionality in protein A attacks the selenium liberating the
alpha carbon forming the enolate anion which is seen in step 4C. The
protonation of this intermediate gives 5C. Inorganic phosphate then reacts
with this intermediate to generate acetyl phosphate. Ammonium ion also is
a byproduct of this reaction with the conversion of protein B back to its
native form. A point of interest here is that protein A is shown in its
oxidized form in the last step with a selenium-sulfur bond. Protein A needs
to be reduced again to achieve the active state of the complex. This
reduction may occur due to the presence of a reducing thiol but the
biological reductant is unknown.
Tellurium does not play the vital role that selenium does in
biochemistry and biochemical systems and thus it has been explored much
less than its congener.

However there has

been a report that

telluromethionine or some other methylated telluro amino acid may be
present in yeast.
plants.

It has also been shown that tellurium is taken up by

There is also interest in tellurium-containing amino acids because

of their potential use as isomorphous replacements for other atoms in
proteins.^^

Biochemical techniques are available which allow the

incorporation of any amino acid at any site in a given protein. With
incorporation of telluroamino acids one could then use x-ray or NMR
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spectroscopy as a means of elucidating the protein's structure. In X-ray one
could possibly use it as a heavy atom derivative of the protein which could
alleviate the phase problem and in NMR one can take advantage of its well
known sensitivity to its electronic environment (tellurium has greater than a
7000 ppm chemical shift range in NMR) to explore sites around the
tellurium which has isomorphously replaced other atoms. In this manner it
would serve as a biophysical probe to explore desired sites in any given
protein.
The focus of the subsequent chapters to be presented here is on the
inverse detection of selenium and tellurium by the proton in NMR
spectroscopy. Initially, model compounds of selenium and tellurium were
observed to see if the technique worked and then as a paradigm for use in
proteins or potentially in other biomolecules. The initial model studies were
followed up by some work on a selenoprotein (protein A from Clostridium
sticklandii) and on a trimethylselenonium salt which was suspended in rat
and rabbit blood. The latter experiments were done to test the detection
limits of the technique and to see whether or not inverse detection could be
used as a means of monitoring toxic levels of this trimethylselenonium salt.
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL

Selenium model compounds preparation and NMR spectroscopy studies
Benzeneselenol, methyl diselenide, and selenophene were procured
from Aldrich (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) and used without further purification.
d,l- Selenomethionine was obtained from Janssen Chemica (Geel, Belgium)
and methylselenide from Strem Chemical Corp. (Newburyport, MA.) and
also used without further purification.
All deuterated solvents were freeze-pump-thawed to exclude
molecular oxygen.

The solvents and the selenium compounds were

transferred to 5 mm NMR tubes in a rigorously inert atmosphere.

The

concentrations used for each of the compounds were determined by their
solubilities in their respective solvents. An effort was made to try to match
previously reported literature concentrations.^^"A one-dimensional
experimem using 100 mM CHsSeCHs in CDCI3 was used to calculate the
relative enhancement seen in inverse detection versus 77se direct detection.
and

NMR spectra were recorded at 400 and 76.3 MHz

respectively on a Bruker AMX 400 pulse FT NMR spectrometer. Both ^H
and 77se were detected directly and 77se indirectly on a 5 mm probe
modified for indirect detection. The probe was configured such that the
outside decoupler (12 mm diameter and 18 mm length) coil was used to
detect selenium directly and the inside coil (6 mm diameter and 15 mm
length) was used to detect protons (or inversely detect selenium). Selenium
and proton NMR spectra were recorded at 31OK and the selenium spectra
were referenced relative to a 60% v/v external standard of Me2Se in CDCI3
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(76.31145 MHz) and to CHCI3, respectively. Pulse sequences were run as
described by Bax et al.'° that optimized either one bond or more than onebond couplings (with and without the decoupling of selenium). Delays
were also set as described by Bax et al."^® (1/2J) to optimize the signals of
those protons spin-coupled to selenium-77 while suppressing the signals of
protons that are in molecules containing other selenium isotopes.
One-dimensional inverse detection experiments (with selenium
decoupling) were performed as described previously'® to measure the
observed experimental enhancement versus that of

directly detected

selenium (with proton decoupling). Signal to noise (S/N) measurements
were calculated using the spectrometer's RX32 computer. The enhancement
measurements were calculated using the square root of the number of
transients, the S/N as calculated by the computer, and the filling factors of
the respective coils in the inverse probe.
In a typical two-dimensional experiment, spectral widths of ca. 500-2000
Hz for the proton-detected selenium signal (col) dimension and 500-5000
Hz for the proton (co2) dimension were set. Recycle times on the order of 1 10 s were typical. 16-64 transients were collected in a phase sensitive mode
for 16-64 tl values. Some spectra were apodized with SINE bell functions
in the F2 dimension. Additionally some samples were run without spinning
to cut down on Tl noise. Selenium 90° pulses were determined to be 7-10
|Xs for all compounds.
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Tellurium model compound preparation and NMR spectroscopy studies
Di-n-butyl telluride was procured from Pfaltz and Bauer (Waterbury,
Connecticut)

and trimethyl telluronium chloride from

Organometallics

(East Hampstead, New Hampshire) were used without fiirther purification.
Dimethyl telluride^' and dimethyl ditelluride^^ were made in Professor Eric
Block's laboratory using known synthetic procedures.
tellurocyanate^^ was made using a

Benzyl

known synthetic procedure.

Telluromethionine^^ was received as a gift from the National Isotopes
laboratory in Los Alamos, New Mexico.

Tellurophene was prepared in

Professor Eric Block's laboratory by a slight modification of a known
synthetic procedure.

1,4-Thiatellurin was prepared in Professor Block's lab

(compound 8 in Chapter 4) as follows. Tellurium powder (0.635 g, 5
mmol) was added in portions with stirring to a solution of sodium (0.23 g, 10
mmol) in 10 mL liquid ammonia at -78 ^C under argon; stirring was
continued for 1 h. Methanol (5 mL) was added dropwise followed by
bis(trimethylsilylethynyl) sulfide (0.98 g, 4.3 mmol), stirring was continued
for 10 min, and ammonia was removed at 40 ^C. Workup was carried out by
cautious addition of 20 mL ice-water and extraction with a 2:1 ether-pentane
mixture (3 x 20 mL). The extracts were washed and dried (MgS04), and the
solvent was removed in vacuo to give 1,4-thiatellurin as a red liquid (0.59 g,
yield 65%);

NMR 5 7.39 (d, JH-H= 7.3 Hz, 2H), 6.88 (d, JH-H= 7.3 Hz,

2H); 13c NMR 5 106.88, 127.89; EI-MS m/z 214 (M+, 130Te, 20%), 162
(130Te, 19%), 130 (130Te, 23%), 84 (100%).
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Samples were prepared at various concentrations using rigorously
degassed solvents (freeze-pump thawed solvents) and the NMR tubes were
sealed under vacuum to exclude molecular oxygen. All spectra were
recorded non-spinning at 302.5 K on a Bruker AMX500 console using a
broad band inverse probe which was configured such that the inner coil (12
mm in length and 6 mm diameter) was used for the detection of protons and
the outer decoupling coil (18 nmi in length and 11 nmi diameter) was used
for the excitation of tellurium and for its direct detection. The proton
frequency was 500.1 MHz, the 125xe frequency was centered at 157.8
MHz, and the

spectral frequency was centered at 131.1MHz. Proton

spectra were referred to TMS or CHCI3 and the tellurium spectra were
referred to an external reference of neat dimethyl telluride (157.789346
MHz). An 2H20 capillary insert was placed inside the 5 mm NMR tube of
dimethyl telluride for a deuterium lock signal. In a typical proton spectrum,
a spectral window of 5000 Hz, 16 K points, 16-32 scans, a pulse width of 5
|j,s, and no recycle delay were used and a typical tellurium spectrum
contained a spectral window of 2000-5000 Hz, the collection of 16 K data
points, 2000 transients, a pulse width of 4 |is, and a recycle delay of 1 s.
Pulse sequences were implemented as described by Bax et al.^° to optimize
either large or smaller couplings of the protons which are spin-coupled to the
NMR active isotopes of tellurium. The one-dimensional inverse spectra of
the compounds typically used a spectral width of 5000 Hz, 16 K data points ,
90° pulses (7-10 |is for the proton and 16 |J.s for tellurium), 32 scans, with a
recycle delay of 1-45 s (depending on the Tl).

The 90° pulse was

calibrated on trimethyltelluronium chloride (due to the high concentration of
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this compound and the ability to see a signal in one pulse).

Two-

dimensional inverse spectra had spectral windows of 5000 Hz in the 0)2
dimension and 2000 Hz in the (01 dimension; a total of 4 K data points was
collected for 512 experiments (with the data sets processed by a I K by 1 K
matrix). Apodized SINE bell functions with a magnitude correction were
used in the 0) 1 direction and an exponential multiplication was used in the
coi direction.

The other parameters were typically the same as in the one-

dimensional inverse spectra of each of the respective compounds. For di nbutyl telluride, dimethyl telluride, dimethyl ditelluride, methyltelluronium
trichloride,

telluromethionine,

benzyl

tellurocyanate,

and

trimethyltelluronium chloride, the coupling constants were calculated from
the tellurium satellites seen in the respective proton spectra. The coupling
constants for 1,4- thiatellurin and tellurophene were obtained from the direct
detection tellurium spectrum. The T1 estimation was made using the null
seen after one transient in a BIRD sequence (multiply the null time by l/ln2
or 1.44).

The experimental signal to noise calculations were made using

Bruker's xwinnmr software on an ASPECT station computer (using a line
broadening multiplication which was the same as the natural line width of
the signal being observed).
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Protein A preparation and NMR spectroscopy studies
Protein A from the glycine reductase complex of Clostridium
sticklandii was grown, isolated, and purified in the laboratory of Dr. Thressa
Stadtman at the National Institutes of Health.
Isotopically labeled Se-77 protein A, once isolated and purified, was
divided in two. Half of the pure protein was then carboxymethylated using
isotopically labeled C-13 bromo-acetate to add the acetate functionality.
The experimental protocol to add the carboxymethyl group was as follows.
The pH of the protein solution (9.86 mg/mL) on ice was adjusted to 5.9 by
the addition of 0.5 M Bis Tris buffer that was 100 mM in a phosphinate
reducing agent (ensuring selenocysteines are deprotonated and cysteines are
protonated). A separate 0.1 M solution of
as follows. 13.9 mg of

bromoacetate was prepared

bromoacetate (0.1 mmole) was dissolved in 0.5

mL of 0.2 M Bis Tris and a few drops of 2M KOH were added resulting in a
pH of -5.9. This solution was then diluted to 1.0 mL with the addition of
0.5 M Bis Tris (final pH 5.9). 0.25 mL of this solution was added to 2 mL of
the protein solution (9.86 mg/mL by Bio Rad). The reaction mixture was
warmed to room temperature. At this point 20 jiL mercaptoethanol was
added and the tube was sealed under argon and kept at room temperature for
25 min. Two drops 2 M Tris was added resulting in a pH of 6-6.5. At 30
min the pH was adjusted to 7.5-8 by adding 10 mM potassium phosphate
(KH2PO4). The resulting solution (2.5 mL) was then passed over a G-25
column (1.2 x 29 cm, medium grade). The fractions containing protein A
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were monitored by UV-Vis (A277) and pooled together (resulting in a total
of 10.5 mg protein).
The addition of this labeled acetate functionality provided an
intermediate in the active cycle of the enzyme. It also provided a sample that
has two isotopicaUy labeled NMR active isotopes C^Se and l^C) adjacent
to each other, providing the means for a number of NMR experiments.
The other aliquot was used without any further chemical modification
meaning that the NMR sample was prepared in a way that had the
selenocysteine in protein A present in the form of a selenolate anion
functionality.
To minimize the signals coming from the protons on other small
inorganic molecules the protein was prepared in such a way that a phosphate
buffer with no interfering protons was used. Additionally, no reducing agent
was used in the protein fractions. No DTT (dithiothreitol) was contained in
either the carboxymethylated mixture or the mixture in which the protein
was in its native non-carboxymethylated form. Because no reducing agent
was contained in these fractions, extreme care was taken in the preparation
of these samples to ensure that all sample preparations were rigorously
anaerobic (to prevent the oxidation of the protein). Hence all transfers were
performed in an oxygen-free Vacuum Atmosphere glove box and the highquality H2O and 2H20 used in the preparations of the two samples were
rigorously degassed by employing the freeze-pump-thaw technique.
The concentrations of the protein fractions (which were received from
NIH) were estimated using a Bio-Rad assay and these were more or less
confirmed by using UV-visible spectrophotometry (A277) although these
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two assaying methods sometimes give widely differing values (as was the
case here).
Both fractions were anaerobically lyophilized and the protein samples
were resuspended in 0.7 mL (carboxymethylated) or 1.4 mL (noncarboxymethylated) of a 90% H2O (double distilled and run through a
micropore system) and 10% 2H20 mix. The non-carboxymethylated protein
fraction was also 10 mM in KOH and 2 mM in KBH4 in an attempt to keep
the protein fraction in its selenolate form. When the non-carboxymethylated
sample was obtained from NIH the sample was reported to be 10.82 mg/mL
(suspended in 2 mL) and after preparation of the NMR sample the final
concentration of the non-carboxymethylated protein sample was estimated
to be 0.91 mM (this is an estimate as the exact concentrations of the more
dilute fractions were not known precisely).
The concentration of the carboxymethylated protein was measured
in a fraction that was suspended in 12 mL of H2O. This fraction also
contained a phosphate buffer at 4 mM concentration which maintained the
solution at a pH of 7.4. The volume of the carboxymethylated sample was
reduced by a factor of 24 and thus the resultant concentration of buffer in the
final protein fraction to be used as an NMR sample was 100 mM. When the
carboxymethylated protein fraction was obtained from NIH its reported
concentration was 9.86 mg/mL and after lyophilization and resuspension in
the H2O, 2H20 mixture its final concentration was estimated to be between
1.31 mM and 2.46 mM ( both the A277 method and the BioRad Assay were
used to measure the dilute protein concentrations which accounts for the
different values) .

The differences in these two reported concentrations
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indicate that the concentration of the protein should be regarded as a crude
approximation.
Both samples were transferred into high quality 5 mm NMR mbes
which were then flame sealed under argon to ensure that the anaerobic
conditions were maintained.

These samples were then used for all

subsequent NMR studies.
All NMR spectroscopic experiments done on both protein
samples were performed on Bruker AM500 spectrometers and processed
using an X-32 work station containing Bruker's UXNMR software. Proton,
carbon, selenium and one-dimensional inverse 1H-{13c} and lH-{77se}
HMQC experiments were performed on both samples.
NOESY

and

TOCSY

carboxymethylated protein.

experiments

were

Additionally,

performed

on

the

All experiments were performed on a broad

band inverse probe configured in such a way that the 12 mm in length and 6
mm in width inner coil was used for the direct detection of protons and also
in the indirect detection of the two X-nuclei (both carbon and selenium).
The outer coil with dimensions of 18 mm in length and 11 mm in width was
used for the direct detection of the X-nuclei.
A typical proton experiment was performed at 500.13 MHz
employing a spectral window of 6000 Hz, 32 K data points, a 5 |is pulse, no
recycle delay, and 16-32 transients. All proton spectra including all the
inverse spectra were run with a selective presaturation pulse to reduce the
intensity of the large ^HOH peak. The spectra were all referred relative to
this 2hOH peak which was set at 4.75 ppm.
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Carbon spectra were run at 125.76 MHz employing spectral windows
of 25000 Hz, 64 K data points, a 5 |ls pulse, no recycle delay, and 217180
transients. Selenium spectra were performed at 95.3 MHz using spectral
windows of 10000 Hz, 32 K data points, 5 |ls pulses, no recycle delay, and
100000 to 460000 transients. Both the carbon and the selenium spectra were
run with broad band proton decoupling employing the waltz 16 decoupling
pulse sequence which employed 80 |J,s pulses on high power with an
attenuation of 24 decibels. Carbon spectra were referenced relative to an
external reference of C^HClS where the centred peak of the triplet was set to
be 77.0 ppm. All selenium spectra were referred relative to an external
solution containing 60% v/v dimethyl selenide in deuterated chloroform.
The signal from this external solution was set to 0 ppm (95.383114 MHz
for its absolute frequency).
A typical ^H-I^^Se} HMQC pulse sequence used frequencies of
500.13 MHz for the proton and 95.3 MHz for selenium. The spectral
window was set at 6000 Hz and the number of points at 16 K.

32-64

transients were performed using 90o pulses of 10 jis for selenium and 7 |j.s
for the proton and no recycle delay.

The typical 1H-{13c} HMQC

experiment was performed at 500.13 MHz for the proton and 125.74 MHz
for carbon.

The other parameters were the same as those used for the

inverse lH-{77se} HMQC experiments. All of the inverse experiments
were first run with an X-nucleus pulse (either selenium or carbon) and then
run in the absence of the X-nucleus pulse (to see if any instrumental noise
was coming through).

The spectra without the X-nucleus pulse was

subtracted from that with the X-nucleus pulse.
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Trimethylselenonium iodide salt preparation and NMR studies
Trimethylselenonium iodide was prepared following known published
procedures.

This salt was then suspended in D2O and in buffered D2O

for NMR spectroscopic experiments.
The rat and rabbit blood were prepared as follows: The blood was
spun down in a Beckman Ultracentrifuge at 20000 rpm for 1 h at 40C. The
supernatant was collected and used for a subsequent experiment. The
residual red blood cells were washed with buffered D20''''(0.154 M NaCI
and 0.125 phosphate buffer pH 7.4). This process was repeated three times.
The last time, the red blood cells were resuspended in the aforementioned
buffer solution and agitated to ensure homogenous concentrations
throughout the resulting mixture. An effort was made when doing the
resuspensions to replace the supematant with an equal volume of buffer so
as not to change the concentrations of the red blood cells too drastically.
Known volumes of the resuspended red blood cells in the buffered D2O
were added to known but varying aliquots of a stock solution containing the
trimethylselenonium salt (11.96 mM) in buffer, 0.154 M NaCI, and 0.125 M
phosphate, pH 7.4 to give varying known concentrations of the selenonium
salt with red blood cells.
An experiment was also performed where the initial supematant
(plasma) from the first centrifiigation was combined with an equal volume of
buffered D2O (0.154 M NaCI and 0.125 M phosphate pH 7.4) containing the
selenium metabolite.'''' This gave a solution which was 16.7 mM in the
selenonium salt.
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Proton,

selenium, and one-dimensional

HMQC

experiments were performed on a Bruker 500AMX spectrometer and
processed using the Bruker software Xwinrmir. A typical proton spectrum
was run at 500.13 MHz, using a spectral window of 6000 Hz, 16 K -32 K
data points, and a 4 jxs pulse with no recycle delay. The proton spectra were
referred to the HDO peak (4.75 ppm) in solution (because a majority of the
experiments were performed at pH 7.4 the pH dependence of the position of
the HDO peak was rendered obsolete and thus the signal from HDO could
be used as a reference).

A typical selenium spectrum was run at 95.4072

MHz, using a spectral window of 2000 Hz, 8 K data points, a 7 |is pulse and
a recycle delay of 4.9 s. The selenium spectrum was referred to an external
solution of 60% v/v dimethyl selenide in deuterochloroform. Inverse spectra
were run using a spectral window of 6000 Hz, 16 K data points, and 90°
pulses for both the proton and the selenium (7 and 16 |ls, respectively). The
mixing time delay was set to 53.2 ms or 1/2J to optimize the signal from
those protons which are scalar coupled to the NMR active isotope of
selenium. All signal to noise measurements were made using the SINO
routine on the Xwinnmr software. The inverse experiments were also run
employing the BIRD pulse sequence to get rid of resonances resulting from
those protons on the selenonium salt which have the non-NMR active
isotope of selenium. An estimation of the spin lattice relaxation time (T i) of
trimethylselenonium iodide was also made using the null from the BIRD
pulse sequence (multiplying the null time by 1.44 or l/ln2).
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Pulse sequences
All direct detection of ^H,

123xe, 125xe,

and ^^Se

NMR spectroscopic experiments involved a simple one-pulse sequence.
NMR experiments that were done at low concentrations in 2h20 may have
had an additional selective presaturation pulse to reduce the intensity of the
2hOH peak. X-nuclei NMR experiments were run with or without proton
decoupling using the outer coil as the decoupling coil. Generally the waltz
16 pulse sequence was used for proton decoupling using an attenuation of
22-26 decibels off of high power with 60-80 fls pulses.
All indirect experiments were based on the 4-pulse indirect HMQC
pulse sequence (Figure 2.1) This pulse sequence was modified for the
indirect detection of the protein samples by the addition of a selective
presaturation pulse before the HMQC pulse sequence to reduce the intensity
of the 2hOH peak. Additionally all of the NMR spectroscopic studies
performed on the model tellurium compounds and the trimethylselenonium
iodide salt used the BIRD pulse sequence (Figure 2.2) before the basic 4pulse HMQC pulse sequence (Figure 2.1). This sequence is explained in the
Introduction.
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{j)3I

180

1/2J
90

90

1/21

decoupled or
undecoupled

(t)l =0
(j)2 =0

(1)3 = 0 1 2 3
(|)4 = 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
(j)31 = 0 3 2 1 2 1 0 3
Figure 2.1. The typical 4-pulse HMQC pulse sequence. The X-nucleus
can be coupled or decoupled during the acquisition period of the pulse
sequence. The delays indicated by A are needed for the generation of a twodimensional experiment. The fost 1/2J allows the creation of multiple
quantum coherence and the second 1/2J is needed if one wants to refocus
both satellites so that they are both in phase (positive). The phases ((])1, (j)2,
(j)3, (t)4, and {|)31) are indicated below the pulse sequence with a 0, 1,2, and 3
corresponding to a 0' 90» 180, and 270^ phase, respectively. The receiver
phase is indicated by (|)31.
The BIRD pulse sequence is essentially the same as an inversion-recovery
pulse sequence. The idea of the BIRD is to start the HMQC pulse sequence
when the signal resulting from those protons which are scalar coupled to the
NMR active X-nucleus being indirectly detected are at a null. For an
illustration of the BIRD pulse sequence, see Figure 2.2 below.
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90

180

90

^HMQC

180

X

Figure 2.2. The BIRD pulse sequence is indicated. The BIRD generally
precedes the HMQC part of the pulse sequence. Note that the BIRD is
essentially just an inverse-pulse recovery pulse sequence with the only
difference being a 180^ pulse on the X-nucleus and the final 90° pulse on
the proton.
In Figure 2.2, there are delays indicated by x which are set such that they
null the protons from those protons which are in molecules containing the
non-NMR active isotopes of the X-nucleus.

Generally this delay is

optimized as a function of the proton T l relaxation time so that they nolonger have any z-magnetization component. The last 90^ pulse can also be
used as the first 90° pulse of the HMQC pulse sequence and that was the
case in the tellurium and trimethylselenonium experiments which were
performed here (and are described in subsequent chapters).
Because of the similarity between an inversion recovery pulse
sequence and the BIRD pulse sequence, the BIRD can also be used to
efficiently and effectively measure Ti relaxation times. In both of these
sequences magnetization is flipped antiphase and a delay period allows
longitudinal relaxation. After a given delay period the detected nucleus
(usually protons) undergoes a longitudinal relaxation null due to the absence
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of any z-magnetization component.

This null, of a duration equal to

T lAn2, allows quantification of the spin-lattice relaxation time. The BIRD
sequence suppresses only signals from the spin pair containing the proton
and the X-nuclei NMR inactive isotopes. The BIRD sequence leaves the
NMR active X-nuclei unperturbed.
The relaxation times that are reported here in subsequent chapters
used the BIRD pulse sequence to measure the spin-lattice relaxation times of
the compounds. In order to set the delay correctly in the BIRD, a one-pulse
sequence is used. The delay in the BIRD (T) and the delays in the HMQC
pulse sequence are all set to zero (because the spectrometer requires a small
amount of time for switching, the delays are actually set to 3 |j.s). A onepulse sequence is then performed. The null delay is increased incrementally
until a delay is seen with the large central signal from the resonance which
has the X-nucleus scalar coupled to it. The satellites should both be seen
and be in the positive direction. After the null delay has been ascertained,
the correct delays for the HMQC sequence can and should be set. To
establish the spin-lattice relaxation time the null delay need only be
multiplied by 1.44 (this is 1/ln 2). The recycle delay should be set with
regards to the spin-lattice relaxation time. With subsequent phase cycling
and if all the delays are set correctly, a good HMQC spectrum should be
acquired.
An isotope filtered NOESY experiment is simply the addition of an
HMQC pulse sequence with that of a NOESY (it is often referred to as an
HMQC-NOESY pulse sequence). Figure 2.3 illustrates this pulse sequence.
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(|)1
90

01
180

02
90

(|)1
90

(1)1
180

({)1
90

(|)1
90

<1>31

180
coupled or
decoupled
Xmix

null

DETECTION

evolution
BIRD

HMQC

NOESY

Figure 2.3 HMQC-NOESY pulse sequence. The X can refer to any Xnucleus but in this case it is either
or ^^Se. Note that the pulse
sequence is divided into three parts: 1. the BIRD part, 2. the HMQC part,
and 3. the NOESY part. The BIRD part serves to null protons from
molecules on non-NMR active isotopes of the X nucleus, the HMQC part
generates multiple quantum coherence (which is converted back to single
quantum coherence by the final 90° X-nucleus pulse), and the NOESY part
establishes homonuclear NOEs of those protons that have been spin chosen
by the multiple quantum coherence part of the pulse sequence. A typical
p h a s e c y c l i n g i s a s f o l l o w s : 0 1 = 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 , (j)2 = 2 2 3 3 0 0 1 1 , 0 3 =
0213203 1, and 031 = 03 where 0 represents a 0° phase, 1 a 90® phase,
2 a 180° phase, and 3 a 270° phase.

In the cases where the X-nucleus is isotopically enriched (i.e. protein A
which is -90% enriched in 77se) the BIRD part of the sequence is left out,
as there is no need to get rid of resonances from those molecules containing
the non-NMR active isotope of the X-nucleus. The HMQC-NOESY or its
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HMQC-TOCSY analogue can be set up as one-,^^ two-, or threedimensional experiments.
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CHAPTER 3. SELENIUM MODEL COMPOUNDS

Background
Selenium plays an important role in both biology and organic
synthesis.Recently there has been a great amount of interest in
biological molecules containing selenium as it has been shown that
selenocysteine is naturally incorporated into proteins

and other

selenium-containing molecules have shown potential pharmacological
promise.

Selenium NMR spectroscopy is an ideal way in which to

study systems where selenium is present due to the presence of a spin 1/2
isotope (^^Se). The NMR active 77se isotope shows an inherent sensitivity
to small changes in electronic structure up to seven bonds away®^-

which

makes it ideal for deducing its chemical and electronic environment. This
inherent sensitivity has led to the remarkable discovery that there is over a
3000 ppm chemical shift range for organoselenium compounds.
Unfortunately, the low magnetogyric ratio of

and its relatively low

natural abundance (7.58%) make its detection difficult when present in
dilute samples without collecting a large number of transients or without
isotopically enriching samples with the NMR active isotope.

Even with

isotopic enrichment, researchers have had difficulties in the direct detection
of selenium.®^
^^3cd,

It has been shown that other spin 1=1/2 nuclei (^^C, 15^^
and others)^®-that also have low magnetogyric ratios

and relatively low natural abundances have shown enhanced signals when
one uses the high magnetogyric ratio and high natural abundance of the
proton to inversely detect these nuclei. Thus we wanted to see if inverse
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proton detection of selenium was also possible and if a value approaching
the rather considerable theoretical enhancement of
possible'' where N is the number of

N(5.24)3/2

was

nuclei that are spin coupled to the

nucleus that is desired to be observed indirectly. Although there has been a
report in the literature of 77se-13c correlation spectroscopy,this is the
first time that inverse iH-i^^Se} HMQC experiments have been reported.
Any value approaching the rather considerable theoretical
enhancement value should prove to be quite useful in the detection of
selenium in dilute samples with or without isotopic enrichment which
should prove to be particularly useful in the detection of selenium in small
biological samples that contain many other metabolites and large biological
samples where there may be one unique selenium .
A series of model compounds with which selenium was inversely
detected is presented. Although the method is useful for the study of
selenium-containing molecules that are in the same oxidation state as
selenocysteine, it nevertheless should not preclude the use of this
methodology for other oxidation states of the selenium atom (as long as
there are protons which are scalar coupled to the selenium nucleus).
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Results
To demonstrate inverse detection of selenium by protons using indirect
iH-i^^Se} HMQC experiments, the series of organoselenium compounds
listed below were selected.

•SeH

1

\/

CHsSeCH.
Se

O:

CHaSeSeCH.
Y

P

a

CH3SeCH2CH2CH(NH3^)C02"

Se

5

Se

r

o
One-bond (1), two-bond (2-7) and three-bond (1 and 4-7) spin-spin protonselenium correlations by two-dimensional HMQC experiments were seen
and the spectroscopic parameters that were indirecdy detected are compiled
in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 A table compiling the spectroscopic parameters of selected
organoselenium compounds measured by indirect
HMQC
experiments.
compound solvent
conc.
chemical
Ij (Hz) 2J (HZ)
(I
(mM)
shift
(ppm)a
1

C2HC13

157

149.5

54.2

NA

3.0

2

C2HC13

100

-4.0

NA

ll.l

NA

3

C2HC13

500

269.0

NA

10

NA

4

C2HC13

500

613.0

NA

47.3

9.2

5

2H20

146

75.3

NA

lOb

2.1

6

C2HC13

625

297.4

NA

45.1

7.6

7

C2HC13

20.8

578.5

NA

29.8

10.7

All compounds were referenced relative to an external standard of 60%
(v/v) dimethyl selenide in C^HCls. ^Coupling constant for the methyl
protons.
The chemical shifts and appropriate scalar couplings of compounds 1-7 are
listed in Table 3.1 and agree reasonably well with previously reported
values in the literature.^^-^^ All of the information on compounds 6 and 7 is
new as only compounds 1-5 have been reported in the literature.
To illustrate that the method of lH-{77se} HMQC indirect detection
works, a compound with a large coupling constant 1 was selected as an
example. The larger the coupling constant, the shorter the evolution delay
that is required in the lH-{77se} HMQC indirect detection pulse sequence.
If the evolution delay is short, then the magnetization transfer is likely to be
efficient and the enhancement that one sees by employing this methodology
should be substantial.

Thus a number of spectra from the study of
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benzeneselenol 1 are presented in Figures A3.1-A3.4. Figure A3.1 shows
the proton spectrum of benzeneselenol. In this spectrum the selenol proton
is seen at a chemical shift of 1.5 ppm. Upon close observation one will also
note that there are two satellites adjacent to this large central peak. These
satellites at 1.45 and 1.55 ppm result from those molecules which have the
NMR active isotope of selenium in them (^^Se). The next spectrum (Figure
A3.2) shows the selenium spectrum of the same compound. This compound
shows the selenium signal being split into a doublet (IJSe-H of 54.2 Hz).
This doublet is further split into triplets by the two ortho-protons present in
the benzene ring (^JSe-H of 3 Hz). In this spectrum one can easily obtain
the coupling constant parameters. The magnitude of the large coupling
constant (resulting from the selenol proton) can be confirmed by observing
the inverse experiments.

Figure A3.3 shows a one-dimensional

^H-

{77se} HMQC spectrum of benzeneselenol. The one-bond scalar coupling
constant of 54.2 Hz is clearly evident in this HMQC spectrum as only the
satellites of the selenol proton peak are collected. It is unfortunate that the
smaller coupling constant is too difficult to be measured due to spin-spin
splittings from the adjacent meta and para protons present on the benzene
ring. By employing a lH-{77Se} HMQC indirect detection pulse sequence
and selecting the frequencies carefully such that only those nuclei that are
NMR active are selected, the satellites are collected and signals resulting
from protons those molecules that have selenium which as the non-magnetic
isotope are suppressed.

Figure A3.4 is a two-dimensional HMQC

experiment of benzeneselenol in C^HClS at 157 mM concentration. In this
spectrum the proton trace can be observed in the col direction and the
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HMQC Spectra of Benzene Selenol
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selenium trace is in the co2 direction. Note that there is a strong correlation
between the selenol proton and that there is weaker correlation with the
protons on the aromatic ring. In both the one-and two-dimensional HMQC
spectrum a relatively short delay time (9.2 ms or 1/2J) was set to optimize
the selenol signal seen from the rather large selenium-proton one-bond scalar
coupling constant.
To demonstrate that inverse detection also works for smaller
coupling constants (as well as biological molecules) in a two-dimensional
experiment, spectra of selenomethionine 5 are presented (Figures A3.5A3.8).

The proton spectrum is shown in Figure A3.5 and the selenium

spectrum is in Figure A3.6. The proton spectrum shows the methyl protons
absorb the furthest upfield at 2.0.

Upon close inspection this large

resonance has two adjacent satellites at 2.01 and 1.99 ppm. The signal
centered at 2.57 ppm results from the y-protons, the signal at 2.18 from the
P-protons and the signal at 3.71 comes from the a-proton. The selenium
spectrum of selenomethionine is shown in Figure A3.6 is a complicated
multiplet which is not only split by the protons on the adjacent methyl and
methylene (the y-protons), but also by longer range couplings to the (3protons. The one-dimensional

HMQC inversely detected

selenium spectrum in Figure A3.7 clearly shows the protons that are scalar
coupled to the selenium atom. The methyl protons from selenomethionine
have a ^JSe-H of 10 Hz and one should note the strong peaks centered at
2.0 ppm.

As in the case

of the one-bond scalar coupling seen in

benzeneselenol, once again one can see the characteristic "doublet" in the
one-dimensional spectrum resulting from those

protons that are spin
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HMQC Spectra of Selenomethionine
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coupled to ^^Se whereas those that are not are suppressed. There also
appears to be a correlation between the y-protons and a small correlation
with the p-protons.

This can be more clearly seen in the two-dimensional

lH-{77se} HMQC experiment of selenomethionine (Figure A3.8) where
one also sees a correlation between the selenium atom and the protons on
the y-methylene carbon (a two-bond coupling) while the protons with the
more complex splitting pattern resulting from the more downfield protons on
the (3-carbon are suppressed ( a three-bond coupUng). The magnitude of the
two-bond coupling constant resulting from the methyl protons differs
slightly from that of the two-bond coupling constant seen between the
selenium and y-methylene protons. As the pulse sequence was set to
optimize the two bond coupling constant from the protons on the methyl
group (1/2J) the other scalar coupled protons do not show the clean
"doublet" seen from the methyl protons.

The y-methylene protons also

have a signal that is not a clean "doublet" because they have other protons
that are spin coupled to them. Because of overlapping resonances resulting
from the coupling of these other protons to the y-methylene protons the
complete suppression of those protons that are not spin coupled to selenium77 is more difficult and this leads to the slightly more obscured peaks as
seen.

The proton trace of these methylene protons, while obscured,

nevertheless does clearly show the selenium-proton correlations.
Another instance of a small coupling constant being indirectly
detected is seen in dimethyl diselenide 3. Figures A3.9 through A3.12 are
the proton, selenium, and one- and two-dimensional lH-(77Se} HMQC
spectra of this compound.

The proton NMR shows one central signal at
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HMQC Spectra of Dimethyl Diseienide
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2.55 ppm with the selenium satellites seen at 2.57 and 2.54 ppm. The
selenium NMR spectrum shows a quartet where each of the selenium atoms
is split by the three equivalent protons on each methyl group.

It is

interesting to note that one does not see any splitting from the other methyl
group (a three-bond splitting). In both the one- and two-dimensional ^H{^^Se} HMQC spectra the satellites are collected giving the "doublet" and
the large central peak is suppressed as in all of the previously mentioned
compounds.
In an attempt to ascertain whether or not a compound with both a small
and a large coupling constant could be observed in the same spectrum,
selenophene 4 is selected and the spectra are presented in Figures A3.13
through A3.17. In Figure A3.13 the proton spectrum of selenophene is
presented and in Figure A3.14 the selenium spectrum is seen. In the proton
spectrum, the a-protons are centered at 8.22 ppm and the P-protons are
centered at 7.56. The selenium satellites from the a-protons are seen at 8.16
and 8.28 ppm and the C-13 satellites are seen at 7.98 and 8.45 ppm in this
spectrum.

Because the coupling constant between selenium and the |3-

protons is less than the natural line width of the P-protons the satellites
actually lie under the line at 7.56 ppm. In the 77se spectrum the selenium is
split by the two a-protons into a triplet (47.3 Hz) and further split by the two
p-protons (9.5 Hz) thus giving a triplet of triplets. Figure A3.15 shows the
a-proton region of the one-dimensional lH-{77se} HMQC inverse
spectrum. Once again the large signal resulting from those protons which
are on molecules containing the NMR inactive selenium isotopes is
suppressed and the satellites are collected. Spectra A3.16 and A3.17 are
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two-dimensional lH-{77Se} HMQC inverse spectra which demonstrate that
both a large and a small coupling constant can be seen in the same spectrum.
In Figure A3.16 the delay period is optimized for the larger coupling
constant between selenium and the a-protons (47.3 Hz) while in A3.17 the
delay is optimized for the smaller coupling constant (9.5 Hz) of the Pprotons. In Figure A3.16, the more downfield a-protons (those with the
larger coupling constant) show the larger signal in the proton trace whereas
in Figure A3.17 the signal of the more upfield ^-protons increases in
prominence relative to those of the downfield a-protons indicating that the
delays can be optimized to enhance the signals of either larger (two-bond) or
smaller (three-bond) coupling constants.

Because the larger coupling

constant should give more efficient transfer of magnetization due to the
smaller evolution delay periods required, it is not surprising that the
enhancement value is also greater for the larger coupling constant as seen
experimentally.
Another example with both a large and a small coupling constant is
1,4-selenothiin 6.

Figures A3.18 through A3.21 are proton, selenium,

and one-dimensional iH-f^^Se} HMQC (optimizing both the large and
small coupling constants) spectra of this compound. The downfield protons
(Figure A3.18) centered at a chemical shift of 6.68 ppm come from the
protons that are a to the selenium which are split into a doublet by the two
adjoining P-protons. Likewise the two (3-protons are seen upfield of this
resonance at 6.48 ppm and they also are split into a doublet by the two
adjacent a-protons. On both sides of these two strong resonances one can
see both the carbon and selenium satellites. These resonances are centered
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at 6.72 and 6.64 ppm and 6.46 and 6.50 ppm respectively. Unfortunately
the selenium satellites that frame the P-protons are partially obscured
because they lie partly under the large central resonance resulting from those
protons on molecules containing NMR inactive isotopes of selenium. In the
one-dimensional ^H-{^7Se} HMQC spectra of this compound (Figures
A3.20 and A3.21) one can see the collection of the satellites and the
suppression of the large central proton resonance for both the a- and the (3protons. Because the proton-proton coupling constant is almost identical to
the three-bond (3-proton-selenium coupling constant (7.6 vs. 7.8 Hz), one
should note that the inner peak of the satellites has an intensity which is
substantially larger than the outer peak (in Figure A3.21 which optimizes
the smaller coupling constant).

It should be noted that the inverse

experiment for 1,4-selenothiin gives a much cleaner spectrum than that of
selenophene because the former has a sulfur atom in it which prevents the
coupling of one (3- proton from the other. In selenophene, however one pproton is spin coupled not only to the a-protons but there also is a spin-spin
coupling with the other p-proton which complicates the splitting pattern and
results in the more complicated proton spectrum as seen.
Compounds 4, 6 and 7 have two-bond

coupling constants

which are substantially larger than the two-bond coupling constants of
compounds 2, 3, and 5. The large coupling constants are the result of the
selenium being fixed relative to the proton to which it is coupled in an
orientation which maximizes scalar coupling whereas those compounds with
the smaller two-bond coupling constants undergo free rotation.
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Figures A3.22 to A3.24 are the
lH-{77se} HMQC spectra of

^^Se, and the two-dimensional

selenolactone 7, respectively.

The

numbering scheme of selenolactone 7 should be noted to facilitate the
discussion of the spectra:

6

Se

The coupling constants can be easily obtained from the

NMR

spectrum. One should note the large coupling constant of the selenium with
H6 resulting in a doublet. This doublet is further split into two triplets by
couplings with H5 exo and H5 endo. Although the coupling constants for
these protons are not identical they are sufficiently close that they give the
appearance of a doublet of triplets(10.7 Hz). These triplets are further split
into doublets by the proton which is anti to the selenium at the 7 position
(3.8 Hz) providing a W conformation. These doublets are further split into
small doublets by the bridgehead proton at position 1 (0.8 Hz). Although
one would expect the selenium to be orthogonal to the bridgehead proton at
position 1 providing no scalar coupling constant,^' the length of the carbonselenium bond probably distorts the conformation of the norbomyl ring
ensuring that the bridgehead proton is not stricdy orthogonal to the selenium
and thus providing a small scalar coupling constant as seen.

A COSY

spectrum (Figure A3.25) was also run which allowed the assignment of all
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of the protons on this compound. The assignments based on all of the
spectra with emphasis on the COSY spectrum are in Table 3.2.
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7

6

Se

Table 3.2 The assignments of the seleno lactone 7 from a proton and a
correlation spectroscopy (COSY) spectrum.
chemical shift (ppm)

proton assignment

3.88

6

3.09

1

2.72

2

2.37

4

2.31

5 exo

1.93

3 exo

1.82

5 endo

1.71

7 anti^

1.62

7 cis

1.62

3 endot>

^ H7 anti (away from selenium) was assigned based on a small W coupling
seen with H5 endo. ^xhe 3 endo and the 7 cis protons have
indistinguishable chemical shifts.
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The two-dimensional lH-{77se} HMQC spectrum is shown in
Figure A3.24. In this spectrum an evolution delay of 17.2 ms was used to
enhance the signal coming from the large two-bond scalar couphng constant.
In the proton trace of the two-dimensional experiment one can see that there
is a relatively strong correlation with the proton signal at 3.8 ppm
corresponding to H6 and there are also correlations with the selenium at 2.2
and 1.75 ppm which correspond to the 5 exo and 5 endo positions
respectively. It is interesting to note that the correlations seem to be stronger
for the three-bond correlation rather than the two-bond correlation. This is
likely due to the pulse sequence that was used which highlights long range
coupling constants even though the evolution delay is set to optimize the
larger coupling constant. By observing the proton trace one will notice that
some of the other resonances from the other protons can still be seen. This is
likely because these resonances are either weakly coupled to the selenium or
that the adding and subtracting of the pulse sequence is slightly imperfect
and these resonances nevertheless come through.
In an attempt to quantitate the enhancement obtained for indirect
selenium detection versus direct selenium detection, signal to noise ratios
were

measured for a 100 mM sample of

dimethyl selenide 2. The

following equations were used in the attempt to quantitate the enhancement
seen (Equations 3.1 and 3.2).
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Enhancement =

(S/N)di,(Ns)}«,ni„dlr

Here S/N denotes the signal to noise, Ns the number of transients, rj the
respective filling factors for the inner and outer coils, ds the inside diameter
of the NMR tube, and Dc the coil diameter.
To measure the enhancement Figures A3.26 through A3.29 are
presented. Figure A3.26 is a selenium spectrum of dimethyl selenide with
no proton decoupling. The selenium is split into a septet by the six
equivalent protons that are spin coupled to 77se with J=10.5 Hz. Figure
A3.27 is the corresponding proton spectrum of the same compound without
selenium decoupling.

The selenium "satellites" from the molecules

containing ^^Se form a doublet with a peak on each side of the signal
resulting from the proton methyl signal which comes from molecules
containing selenium isotopes other than

This was confirmed by the

disappearance of this doublet with decoupling of selenium (spectrum not
shown).
Figure A3.28 shows the inverse detection of the 100 mM CH3SeCH3
sample in CDCI3 .

In this spectrum the center peak from the proton

Figures A3.26-A3.29,
(non-decoupled proton), 1h, 77se (proton
decoupled), and ID lH-{77se} HMQC Spectra of
Dimethyl Selenide
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Spectrum has been suppressed by the use of phase-cycling while the two
selenium satellites have been collected using a pulse sequence that was first
proposed by Bax et al.^° This spectrum has a signal to noise ratio (S/N) of
180.41 which was acquired after the collection of 16 transients.

Figure

A3.29 is a 10000 acquisition selenium direct detection spectrum of dimethyl
selenide with proton decoupling. The signal to noise ratio of this spectrum is
33.34.
After correcting for differences in the number of acquisitions (calculated
by using the square root of the number of transients), the signal to noise
ratios of the respective spectra, and the different filling factors due to the
different coils used in each detection method, a value of 33 was calculated
for the enhancement seen by the indirect detection method with no
decoupling relative to that of direct selenium detection with proton
decoupling. This value should actually be multiplied by two, leading to an
enhancement value of 66 because the signal in the one dimensional HMQC
spectrum is a doublet. This value was obtained without considering the
respective quality factors (Q factors) of each of the coils.
The signal that is seen in the proton trace is directly correlated with the
delay times used in the mixing period of a two-dimensional experiment. As
this delay is usually set as a function of the reciprocal of the scalar coupling
constant (1/2J), one would anticipate larger proton-selenium coupling
constants to have the more efficient transfer of magnetization (from the
protons to selenium) due to their shorter mixing periods than those of
smaller proton-selenium scalar coupling constants. Consequently, one
should expect the larger proton-selenium coupling constants to give the
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larger enhancement values. Because of this correspondence between scalar
coupling magnitude and expected enhancement, a representative sample
was chosen to be used in the enhancement calculations

(100 mM

CHsSeCHs in CDCI3) that would give an enhancement value on the order
of that expected to be seen for a large selenium-containing biomolecule
(with 2-bond JSe-H couplings).
Other factors also need to be considered in the calculation of the
enhancement value seen in inverse detection versus direct detection.

The

filling factors that were used in calculating the expected enhancement were
done without considering the lengths of each of the respective coils.

With

the consideration of the lengths of each of the respective coils used for
direct detection versus for indirect detection, the filling factor will increase
(because the direct detection selenium coil is longer then the inverse
detection coil)

which consequently adds to the calculation of the

enhancement.
It should be realized that the enhancement value that is calculated is
for that probe only. Because inverse probes are not designed to directly
detect X-nuclei, the enhancement that is calculated is not the enhancement
obtained by comparing the direct detection of the X-nucleus with a probe
that is designed for that purpose versus indirectly detecting that nucleus
using an inverse probe.

Also any differences in the design of an inverse

probe will affect the enhancement value.
Additionally, if selenium were decoupled in the inverse detection
experiment, a larger apparent enhancement would have been seen because
of the larger signal to noise ratio which would have resulted (one would
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have one additive peak instead of two separate peaks adding to the signal to
noise ratio). By not decoupling selenium in the inverse spectrum, one can
be assured that all of the methyl signal (resulting from those protons that are
not scalar coupled to 77se) is suppressed and therefore that all of the
enhancement seen is due only to the indirect detection of selenium. With
decoupling of selenium in the inverse mode, there is no way of being assured
that part of the enhancement obtained is not coming from the methyl peak of
those protons that are in molecules containing

NMR-inactive selenium

isotopes.
In the calculation of the relative enhancement seen in inverse detection
versus direct detection, the number of FIDs (free induction decays) was
used. It is likely that the enhancement value decreases considerably when
calculated with respect to the amount of spectrometer time in a twodimensional experiment. As a number of experiments are needed for the 0)2
projection in a 2D experiment, this will add to the time and the total number
of transients required and thus decrease the S/N ratio as a factor proportional
to the desired resolution in the col direction (as the number of experiments
must be increased to increase the resolution).
Another factor that might contribute to the relatively favorable
enhancement

seen in the indirect detection of selenium is a nuclear

Overhauser effect (NOE) where polarization transfer occurs through space.
Selenium compounds have the potential for a relatively large NOE of 3.61.^However, the fact that only one selenium compound (Na2Se03)^^ has ever
shown to have a considerable NOE means that the probability that this
mechanism in aiding the enhancement is unlikely. The studies on Na2Se03
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were done in aqueous solutions and the NOE was seen between the water
protons and selenium. Any NOE contributing to the enhancement seen here
is likely to be minimal as it has been reported that the NOE of dimethyl
selenide is 1.04.^^^
A previous report^^ indicated that when concentrated solutions of a
mercury-containing compound were used no enhancement was seen in
inverse detection vs. direct detection. Although there is no quantitative
proof of this also being the case with these model selenium samples, the
results here do seem to support that there may be less enhancement when
using concentrated samples (due to the relative ease with which selenium
can be direcdy detected in these samples). Thus in the measurement of the
enhancement seen from inverse detection versus direct detection we chose
to use a relatively dilute sample (100 mM).
One final point that must be considered in the calculation of the
enhancement is the number of protons in the molecule that are spin coupled
to the selenium atom. One should expect to see larger enhancement values
with an increase in the number of protons scalar coupled to selenium. It is
likely that dimethyl selenide should give a larger enhancement value due to
its six protons that are spin coupled to selenium than a molecule like
benzeneselenol which has one.
In the study of benzeneselenol (1), it is interesting that a one bond
coupling could be seen without the addition of a mineral acid despite the
relatively low pKa of the selenol (most selenols have pKas on the order of
5.2).

The enhancement value is expected to be decreased relative to

dimethyl selenide due to the presence of only one scalar coupled proton.
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However the relatively large coupling constant (Ij Se,H) in this compound
should facilitate enhanced inverse detection due to the relatively short
refocusing period (1/2J) relative to that required with the smaller coupling
constant that is present in dimethyl selenide.
In the study of selenomethionine (5) it was hoped that detecting selenium
indirectly (with enhancement) in a two-dimensional experiment would also
be generally useful for smaller coupling constants and also for biological
samples. As the refocusing period is longer in this compound because of the
small coupUng constant (set to 1/2J or 50 ms), one should expect to see less
effective magnetization transfer if the relaxation times of the protons are
close in magnitude to those of compounds containing larger scalar coupling
constants. The enhancement that is seen in dimethyl selenide is also likely
to be seen in selenomethionine as the scalar coupling constants are almost
identical (10.5 vs. 10.8 Hz), the number of protons spin coupled (with
similar magnitude JSe-H) to the selenium atom is similar (5 vs. 6), and the
relaxation times of the protons are also similar. Not only is enhancement in
the indirect detection of selenium likely in selenomethionine but in a twodimensional experiment information regarding scalar coupling correlations
can also be obtained. This should facilitate the assignment of proton peaks
in a spectrum of a large selenium-containing biomolecule as the signals
resulting from those protons that are not scalar coupled to selenium will be
suppressed.
In the study of selenophene, it was shown that both a two bond (large
coupling constant) and a three-bond (small) coupling constant can be seen in
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the same spectrum. Either correlation can be enhanced by varying the
mixing time optimizing either the two- or tliree-bond correlation.
In summary, it has been demonstrated that inverse detection of selenium
by the more sensitive and abundant proton gives a considerable
enhancement value of 66. The inverse detection of selenium by using the
inherent sensitivity and the high natural abundance of the proton should
prove to be generally useful in the detection of dilute selenium samples
(particularly biological samples) that may or may not be isotopically
enriched. When isotopic enrichment is combined with inverse detection in
selenium-containing biomolecules one can expect enhancements that are
greater than 60-fold from direct detection with non-isotopically enriched
samples and perhaps greater than 700-fold with isotopically enriched
samples.
One limitation that may affect the usefulness of indirect detection is
that large biological molecules tend to have large line widths due to their
small transverse relaxation times (T2). It is conceivable that in onedimensional experiments these large linewidths might obscure the relatively
small proton-selenium coupling constants (making inverse detection difficult
in these samples). Another limitation of the method is that it seems to be
somewhat limited to larger coupling constants (greater than 5 Hz). With
smaller long range coupling constants, the delays are relatively long and
magnetization transfer is inefficient. Unless the relaxation times of the
protons spin coupled to selenium are sufficiently long to overcome this
inefficient transfer, little to no inverse detection of selenium is seen.
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CHAPTER 4. TELLURIUM MODEL COMPOUNDS

Background
Tellurium has been used primarily to make commercial grade metals
(as a minor additive in copper and lead alloys and malleable cast iron). It
has also been used as an accelerator in rubber compounding, in
thermoelectric applications, and as a semi-conductor in thermal-imaging and
photoelectric applications.'^ A monograph on the uses of tellurium in
organic synthesis recently appeared.'^ The limited uses of tellurium and
tellurium containing compounds accounts for there having been only a few
papers on their NMR spectra.
Many more NMR spectroscopy papers have been published on
selenium than tellurium

This disparity is most likely a reflection of the

relative interest (and uses) these two nuclei possess.

Both tellurium and

selenium have reasonably favorable characteristics for the detection of their
nuclei by NMR spectroscopy. There are, however, several important
differences between these two nuclei. The chemical shift range of tellurium
is much larger than the chemical shift range of selenium (-7000 vs. -3000
ppm). While selenium has one NMR-active isotope (^^Se), there are two
NMR-active spin 1/2 isotopes of the tellurium nucleus, 123xe and
This makes the detection of selenium and tellurium by NMR spectroscopy
both feasible and relatively facile. However, the higher magnetogyric ratio
of the

nucleus relative to ^^Se and its higher natural isotopic

abundance than the

nucleus (see Table l.l in the Introduction for

natural isotopic abundances and relative frequencies of the nuclei) renders its
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direct detection more favorable than the other two. The detection of
tellurium by direct means is more favorable by a factor of 4 than the direct
detection of selenium almost exclusively due to its higher magnetogyric
ratio.

Nevertheless, despite the relatively good sensitivity of the 125xe

nucleus, it would sometimes be advantageous to indirectly detect it,
particularly when looking at dilute samples.
Many reports on the indirect detection of exotic nuclei (besides
carbon and nitrogen) have appeared ( see the Introduction). We and others
had previously shown the feasibility and the usefulness of the indirect
detection of selenium by the more sensitive and higher natural isotopic
abundance of the proton in a series of model compounds and a protein.
Here it is shown that indirect detection can also be performed on a series of
organotellurium compounds. This is the first time to our knowledge that
indirect detection of tellurium by the proton has been reported although a
paper on 125xe/13c correlation spectroscopy has been published.'^
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Purpose of Study
Because of the larger chemical shift range of tellurium relative to the
selenium nucleus (indicating a greater sensitivity to the electronic
environment of tellurium relative to selenium), the potential use of
telluroamino acids in proteins as

"NMR reporter " molecules

and their

possible use as heavy atoms in multiple isomorphous replacement X-ray
crystallography, telluroamino acids could prove even more useful than that
of the corresponding selenoamino acids. A potential drawback of the
tellurium compound is the greater lability of the carbon-tellurium bond
relative to the carbon-selenium bond. Decomposition of organotellurium
compounds (with elemental tellurium precipitating out) is not uncommon
(due to light or oxygen) when put in solution.
Indirect experiments should show an inherent sensitivity advantage
over direct detection of tellurium as the proton is being detected (the proton
has a higher magnetogyric ratio and a higher natural isotopic abundance than
tellurium). Previously it was shown that the enhancement that is seen in
indirectly detecting selenium approaches the theoretical v a l u e . T h e
enhancement value that one should see when indirectly detecting tellurium
should be less than that of selenium since tellurium already shows a 4-fold
greater sensitivity than selenium due primarily to its higher magnetogyric
ratio. An estimate of this enhancement value will be presented in the
following section.
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Results and Discussion
The following nine tellurium compounds were observed by
direct detection as well as 1H-{

and

HMQC indirect detection

experiments.

Te(CH2CH2CH2CH3)2

PhCH2TeCN 6

1

(CH3)2Te 2

•O'
C:H3TeTeCH3

CH3TeQ3

3

4

CH3TeCH2CH2CH(NH3^C02"
Y

P

5

(CH3)3Tea

9

a

Table 4.1 below shows the concentration, solvent, chemical shift, coupling
constants, and an estimate of the Tl relaxation of thelH-125Te scalar
coupled signal of the above compounds.
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Table 4.1 Summary of the NMR spectroscopic parameters of the
organotellurium model compounds studied.
com
pound

solvent

^chemical
shift (ppm)

2j
(Hz)

1

C2HC13 827.8

234.3

21.6

2

none

0.0

20.9

3

C2HC13 350.6

44.2

4

C2HC13 865.5

5

2H20

6

conc.
(mM)

neat

3j
(Hz)

bTi
(s)
0.3

23.8

N/A
not
seen

6.1

1428.3

26.2

N/A

2.7

114.3

19.2

C2HC13 122.6

1930.3

29.3

7

C2HC13 1336

775.1

102.5 20.5

1.9x10^

8

C2HC13 226.8

476.4

92.4

14.3

28.8

9

2H20

416.8

23.6

N/A

5.8

57.7

1923.1

8.3

4.9
N/A

4.3

^ An external reference of neat dimethyl telluride (compound 2) was used,
bspin-lattice relaxation times were measured using the null from the BIRD
pulse sequence and scalar coupling constants were measured from either the
proton or the tellurium directly detected spectra (see Experimental section
for details).
Our results show that the coupling constant range for
scalar couplings is -2-3 times that

llSje-lH

of the corresponding selenium

compounds. Unfortunately a large one-bond scalar coupling constant
cannot be measured due to the instability of tellurol compounds. It should
be pointed out that 3-bond scalar proton-tellurium coupling constants
(^Ji25je-iH) could not be measured for both di-n-butyl telluride 1 and
telluromethionine 5 due to the complexity of both the proton and the
tellurium spectra (in neither case could the peaks resulting from this threebond coupling be differentiated).

Generally the larger coupling constants
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of tellurium compounds relative to selenium compounds mean that the
delays used for the evolution of the

scalar coupling constant as

well as the refocusing delay are 2-3 times shorter for tellurium than the
corresponding delays used for selenium compounds. If relaxation times of
the tellurium compounds are comparable to those of their selenium
analogues, it is likely that less signal will be lost because of relaxation
mechanisms for the tellurium compounds than for the corresponding
selenium compounds. This is due to the shorter evolution delay times
required for the tellurium compounds.
In almost all of the compounds listed above, it is likely that little loss
in signal intensity wiU occur when indirectly detecting tellurium because the
delays used (1/2J) are significandy shorter than the spin-lattice relaxation
times. Additionally, the relatively narrow lines of the tellurium spectra
indicate that the spin-spin relaxation mechanism also is rather long and thus
little magnetization transfer should be lost due to this relaxation mechanism
either.
The only compound with a very short relaxation time is tellurophene 7
and thus it is this compound that might potentially pose problems when
doing indirect detection experiments as the spin-lattice relaxation time is
now much closer in magnitude to the evolution delay used to create multiple
quantum coherence (1.9 x 10'^ vs. 4.9 x 10'^ s). In the one-dimensional
lH-{125xe} HMQC spectrum this problem is actually confirmed. The
suppression of the large central resonance on the alpha protons is incomplete
(Figure A4.3). The beta protons appear to have less of a problem as the
satellites for them are efficiently collected. It is conceivable that their
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relaxation times may be considerably longer than the spin-lattice relaxation
times of the alpha protons which would account for this difference. Why
the spin-lattice relaxation of tellurophene 7 differs greatiy from those of the
other compounds may be due to the possible presence of an impurity which
acts as a relaxation agent. Although paramagnetic species tend to play this
role, they tend to also enhance spin-spin relaxation which leads to severe
line-broadening. This is inconsistent with the

NMR spectrum in

which the lines are still somewhat sharp (see Figure A4.2). A likely
explanation as to why tellurophene has a much shorter spin-lattice relaxation
times than those of the other compounds may be the presence of

an

alternative relaxation mechanism. This mechanism may be working in
concert with other relaxation mechanisms but because it is so short it is
likely to be the dominant relaxation mechanism.
The relaxation time reported here for dimethyl telluride 2 differs
considerably from that reported.^^

At room temperature a spin-lattice

relaxation time (using an inverse pulse recovery sequence) of 0.58 s was
reported whereas the relaxation time reported here is 8.3 s. The authors of
the earlier study were careful to freeze-pump thaw their samples (four times)
and thus it is unlikely that they had oxygen in their sample. It is therefore
unlikely that this is the cause of their shorter measured spin-lattice
relaxation. One possibility for their shorter measusred spin-lattice relaxation
may be because their sample had a small amount of hexadeuterobezene
(10%) added

whereas our sample was neat.

The presence of

hexadeuterobenzene might provide a means for more rapid relaxation due to
spin diffusion or solvent effects.
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It has been reported that as chalcogens increase in mass and as more
methylene groups are added to compounds, the spin-lattice relaxation times
decrease.

This study reports only on sulfur and selenium compounds but

our results on a heavier chalcogen (tellurium) certainly are consistent with
this report. Di-n-butyl telluride, which has three methylene groups that are
not present in dimethyl telluride has a considerably shorter spin-lattice
relaxation time than its lighter counterpart (0.3 s for di-n-butyl telluride vs.
8.3 s for dimethyl telluride).
The relatively long spin-lattice relaxation time of 1,4-thiatellurin 8
should be noted.

Because it has a spin lattice relaxation time more than

three times longer than the next closest compound 2, it requires much more
time to acquire adequate spectra as the recycle delay should be set at 1-5 x
Tl. Adding the BIRD pulse sequence before the part of the pulse sequence
that generates multiple quantum coherence necessitates that a transient
occurs roughly once every 50 s. Thus, if this sample were very dilute this
would require very long collection times. In instances where the relaxation
times are long and transients are quite slow, enhancement by the indirect
detection method is somewhat magnified. This is because in a one-pulse
experiment, waiting for relaxation to occur is more critical to obtain a good
signal than in an inverse experiment.
To demonstrate that the method of indirect detection of tellurium
works, compound 3 was chosen as a model. Figure A4.5 shows the proton
spectrum of compound 3. The large peak at 2.66 ppm results from the
methyl protons which are on molecules which do not contain the NMR
active isotopes of tellurium (either 125Te or
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peak appear the two satellite signals resulting from protons in molecules
containing a 125xe nucleus (at 2.63 ppm and 2.68 ppm). Figure A4.6 is a
direct detection tellurium spectrum of the same compound.

The tellurium

signal is split into a quartet by the three methyl protons (two bond scalar
coupling). The three bond scalar coupling resulting from the protons on the
other methyl group are not seen because they are obscured by the natural
line width of the tellurium signal. Figure A4.7 is an indirect spectrum of the
same compound where the satellites (those protons spin coupled to
are collected and the large center peak is suppressed by first nulling the
center signal using the BIRD pulse sequence and then any residual signal is
averaged out by alternating the phase of the receiver.

Finally, Figure A4.8

is a two-dimensional spectrum of compound 3 where the horizontal or 0)2
dimension represents the proton trace and the vertical or col dimension
represents the

trace. There are not enough experiments in the

O)1

dimension to see the splitting which is present in the tellurium spectrum.
The number of experiments is directly proportional to the spectrometer time
it takes to acquire each of the spectra.

Note the correlation between the

satellite protons and the tellurium signal. The pulse sequence that was used
is given in Figure 2.2.
Many of the compounds (2-5 and 9) used in this study have methyl
groups adjacent to the tellurium atom (providing a two-bond Te-H scalar
coupUng constant) which upon inverse detection (and no decoupling) gives a
"doublet" (compound 6 does also because there are no protons spin-coupled
to it) as the satellites of the main peak are collected (or the signals resulting
from those protons which are scalar coupled to the NMR active isotopes of
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the tellurium nuclei).

In cases where there are other protons that are spin

coupled to the protons that are scalar coupled to tellurium the signal
resulting from those can sometimes be somewhat obscured (due to protonproton splitting). This is the case for compounds 1 and 5.
For another illustration of the effect of having a methyl group adjacent
to the tellurium atom, Figures A4.9 through A4.16 are presented. They
show the one dimensional proton spectra , the one-dimensional tellurium
spectra, the one-dimensional lH-{l25xe} HMQC spectra, and the twodimensional 1H-{ 125xe} HMQC spectra of compounds 2 and 4. Note that
in all cases the one- and two-dimensional 1H-{

HMQC spectra have

the "doublet" seen from collecting the satellite peaks from the large methyl
signal and in all cases one can see the correlation with the tellurium signal
which is seen along the co1 dimension.
The 125xe spectrum of methyl trichlorotelluride 4 is interesting
because the

chemical shift here (1428 ppm -see Figure A4.14) differs

considerably from the reported chemical shift (758 ppm).^^ Although a
small part of this chemical shift difference can be attributed to the use of
different solvents in our study versus that reported (C^HClS versus a
deuterobenzene-toluene mix), the difference is large enough to suggest that
some other factor is contributing to it.
To confirm that we had the correct compound, a mass spectrum was
measured. The mixture did contain the compound of interest but it appears
that tellurium tetrachloride was present as an impurity. It appeared as a
pronounced parent ion peak with the typical tellurium dispersion

(269.4

m/z with the different tellurium isotopes dispersed about this peak). Because
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there are no protons in tellurium tetrachloride, this impurity was not
detected in the proton NMR spectrum.
In this literature report on chemical shifts where the authors measured
a number of organotellurohalides they report an unusual trend in going from
tellurium tetrachloride to methyl trichlorotelluride to dimethyl dichloro
telluride: 1237, 758, and 1218 ppm, respectively. They attribute this unusual
behavior to non-polar solvent effects whereby the dichloro derivative forms
a trigonal bipyramid with a pair of unshared electrons in the equatorial
position. The trichloro derivative on the other hand appears to be associated
and the coordination number of tellurium equals or exceeds 5. This solvent
association presumably could account for the large differences that are seen.
The tellurium NMR spectrum does not show any of the proton
splitting that would be anticipated but just consists of a broad singlet. It was
suspected that this peak might be due to tellurium tetrachloride and not
methyl trichlorotelluride. This fear was alleviated when both the one- and
two-dimensional 1H-{

HMQC spectra were run. The difference in

frequencies between our frequency and the reported frequency is sufficiently
large that they both cannot be seen in the same spectral window. Hence
when the indirect experiments were run the doublet that is seen in the onedimensional HMQC spectra (Figure A4.15) results from the correct
tellurium frequency (from a proton-bearing tellurium molecule) being
resonated.

This is further confirmed by observing the two-dimensional

inverse spectrum. Here we see a correlation between the proton "doublet"
centered at 3.73 ppm in co2 and the tellurium trace at 1428 ppm seen in col
(Figure A4.16).

Methyl trichlorotelluride 4 was chosen because it has an
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alternative oxidation state of the tellurium atom. Both the one- and twodimensional results indicate that the methodology is again successful.
A compound that does not have a methyl group adjacent to it but still
show the "doublet" seen from the collection of satellites in indirect
experiments is benzyl tellurocyanate 6. The proton, tellurium, and one- and
two-dimensional

HMQC spectra are shown in Figures A4.17 to

A4.20. The methylene protons occur are seen at a chemical shift of 4.51
ppm.

The "doublet" seen in both the one- and two-dimensional

{125xe} HMQC spectra indicate that only these protons are correlated to the
tellurium atom. In both of these spectra, there also appears to be a much
smaller "doublet" which is centered at 6.77 ppm. This doublet is, however, a
quadrature image of the doublet centered at 4.51 ppm.
Telluromethionine 5 has a number of different protons which are
evident in the proton NMR (see Figure A4.21). The signal at 1.96 ppm
results from the methyl protons, the resonances centered at 2.33 ppm result
from the (3-protons, the signal centered at 2.66 ppm results from the yprotons, and the signal at 3.81 ppm results from the a-proton. There is also
a signal at 2.79 ppm which is likely due to an impurity. Upon close
inspection, one should note that there are satellites on this large singlet that
have a coupling constant of 19.2 Hz. It is likely that this impurity is a
methylated tellurium compound which is at least sparingly soluble in 2H20
as it appeared in the proton spectrum.
A note should be made about the 125xe

spectrum

of

telluromethionine(Figure A4.22) vs. the indirect detection spectra (Figures
A4.23 and A4.24).

Because the sensitivity of Te-125 is considerably less
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than the sensitivity of the proton (in an indirect spectrum), the onedimensional 1H-{ 125xe} HMQC spectrum was actually used to locate the
frequency of the tellurium signal. Because the concentration was low (57.7
mM), indirect detection is actually a much more efficient means of locating
the resonant frequency than is direct 125xe detection. This is because the
signal from an indirectly detected spectrum can be seen in many fewer
transients than in a directly detected spectrum.

In the literature

telluromethionine is actually reported relative to 1.5 M aqueous telluric
acid^^ (Figure A4.25) and thus we also measured telluromethionine relative
to this compound and our results agree well with the literature results.
In the one-dimensional indirect detection spectrum (Figure A4.23)
because the frequency of this impurity differs from the frequency of the
tellurium signal in telluromethionine there is no correlation seen in the
indirect spectrum.

As with the previously mentioned compounds,

telluromethione also has a methyl group adjacent to tellurium which upon
indirect detection shows the "doublet" at 1.96 ppm from collecting the
satellites. There are also methylene protons which are scalar coupled to the
tellurium atom. These are unlike the methylene protons from benzyl
tellurocyanate in that there are protons which are scalar coupled to these
protons. Thus, in the one- and two-dimensional HMQC spectra of
telluromethionine 5 (Figures A4.23 and A4.24), one should note the
coupling between not only the terminal methyl (C-5) group but also the
adjacent y-methylene group (also correlated by a two-bond coupling) and
the P-methylene protons (a three-bond correlation). The P- and y~ protons
also do not give the clear doublet seen with the methyl protons due to

oo
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V
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Figure A4.25, IH spectrum of IM Telluric Acid
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proton-proton splitting which disperses the protons from what would
normally be clean "doublets". These correlations, although evident in the
one-dimensional spectrum, are more clearly seen in the two-dimensional
spectrum. In this spectrum because the evolution delay was set to optimize
the signal resulting from the methyl protons, it is these protons which show
the strongest correlation with the tellurium signal (note the doublet centered
at 1.97 ppm). The y-niethylene protons (centered at 2.68 ppm) show the
next strongest correlation because their scalar coupling constant is closer in
magnitude to the methyl protons than are those of the P-protons (2.29 ppm).
These correlations confirm the assignments of the protons and agree readily
with assignments made by observing the splitting patterns seen in the proton
NMR spectrum.
The correlation magnitude from the two-dimensional lH-{125xe}
HMQC spectrum can also be used for confirmation of the assignment of the
protons for di(n-butyl) telluride 1 (Figures A4.26-A4.29). The protons
adjacent to the tellurium atom (the a-protons) are likely to have the largest
scalar coupling constant (2jTe.f{=21.6 Hz) and thus if the evolution delay is
set to optimize this signal it is likely that these protons will have the
strongest correlation with the tellurium atom. In this way the protons can be
assigned. The protons the furthest downfield (centered at 2.58 ppm) are the
a-methylene protons and the protons which are centered at 1.66 ppm are the
P-methylene protons. In both the one- and two-dimensional

125xe}

HMQC spectra the protons centered at 1.32 ppm give weaker correlations
than those centered at 0.86 ppm even though the y-methylene protons absorb
further downfield which one would expect to give the larger correlation.
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The reason for this larger correlation is not clear but it could be that in the
normal proton spectrum the methyl protons have a larger signal and thus it is
likely that they consequently also generate more noise in the HMQC
spectra.

In the one-dimensional lH-{125xe} HMQC spectrum, the

spectrum could not be phased so that all of the peaks were positive. This
presumably is due to the correlation between the negative magnetogyric ratio
of Te-125 and the scalar couplings from the adjacent protons. This problem
is present in all of the one-dimensional 1H-{ 125xe} HMQC spectra where
the protons are spin coupled to other protons. The problem is not seen in the
two-dimensional lH-{125xe} HMQC spectra because the spectra are
positive projections of the correlations which are occurring.
Tellurium compounds that have methyl or methylene groups adjacent
to tellurium have relatively small coupling constants (19.2-26.2 Hz). Larger
coupling constants necessitate shorter evolution delay times and should give
correspondingly better signals, but we were interested in seeing whether
both a large and a small coupling constant could be detected indirectly in
the same molecule. Compound 8 was chosen to illustrate this. Figure A4.30
is the proton NMR spectrum of this compound. This spectrum is interesting
because one can see satellites from all of the NMR isotopes that are present
in this molecule:

I23xe, and 125xe. The downfield protons centered at

7.37 ppm result from the protons that are alpha to the tellurium atom. This
signal is split into a doublet by the adjacent beta-protons (3j H-H=7.3 Hz).
The 125xe satellites can be seen (also as doublets) centered at 7.28 and 7.46
ppm. In this spectrum one can also partially see the satellites from the
I23xe nucleus (one of them is visible on each side) centered at 7.29 and 7.45
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ppm. One peak of the doublet on each side is obscured because it lies under
the inner 125xe satellite peak (that is why the inner

satellite peak is

slightly larger than the outer peak). In this spectrum, one can also see the
13c satellites centered at 7.19 and 7.54 ppm. The peak at 7.24 ppm is from
CHCI3. Figures A4.34 and A4.35 are tellurium NMR spectra of the same
compound. Figure A4.34 is the 125xe spectrum and A4.35 is the 123xe
spectrum. Figure A4.35 is not referenced. In both of these spectra the
tellurium signal is split into a triplet by the two adjacent alpha protons and
these are further split into doublets by the two beta protons (giving a doublet
of triplets). In the comparison of Figures A4.31 and A4.32 one can see the
effect that varying the evolution delay has on the respective intensities of the
proton signal in indirect detection. In Figure A4.31 a short delay time (large
coupling constant) of 5.4 ms was used to enhance the signal seen from the
alpha-protons (those more downfield) whereas in Figure A4.32 the longer
delay (smaller coupling constant) of 34.9 ms was used to enhance the less
sensitive beta-protons. Figure A4.36 is the two-dimensional lH-{125xe}
HMQC spectrum.
In addition, a 1H-{ 123xe} inverse experiment was done. Because the
123xe nucleus is less abundant than the 125xe nucleus and has a lower
magnetogyric ratio, the indirect detection of this nucleus is not likely to be as
sensitive as that of the 125xe nucleus.

The one-dimensional inverse

spectrum of compound 8 is shown in Figure A4.33 . Not only does 123xe
have reduced sensitivity due to its lower natural isotopic abundance and also
its lower magnetogyric ratio but in this case it also suffers from a smaller
scalar coupling constant (^Ji23-pe.iH ~
~
which
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potentially also reduces the efficiency of the magnetization transfer (due to
the longer evolution delays required) and correspondingly the resultant
signal. Figures A4.31-A4.33 are lined up so one can see the difference in
the coupling constants. The suppression of the center peak in the
spectrum is not as effective as in the corresponding 125xe spectrum because
the sensitivity is not as good (due to the lower magnetogyric ratio as well as
the natural isotopic abundance difference). This reduced sensitivity requires
a larger vertical expansion which magnifies the inefficiently suppressed
center peak.
Indirect experiments can facilitate the assignments of peaks by
spreading spectra over two dimensions or by editing out peaks that are not
scalar coupled to the atom being observed or they can be used to observe
both large and small coupling constants in the same spectrum. They are
most likely to be useful for their ability to facilitate the assignment of
overlapping resonances while enhancing the signal from a particular
nucleus. This is most likely to be advantageous in large, dilute samples. We
attempted to measure the enhancement seen when doing indirect
{125xe} detection versus direct

detection.

The theoretical enhancement that one should see in organotellurium
compounds using indirect detection by the proton should be dependent on
the number of

protons which are scalar coupled to the NMR-active

tellurium atom and the ratio of the respective magnetogyric ratios
(Proportionality 4.1):"
S/NaNs(Yl/ys)3^2

4.1
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where Ns is the number of sensitive nuclei which are scalar coupled to the
insensitive X-nucleus and Yl and Ys are the magnetogyric ratios of the
sensitive and insensitive nuclei, respectively. As an example compound 9
which has nine protons scalar coupled to the tellurium should give a
theoretical signal to noise enhancement of 50.7. Tellurium (125xe) has a
negative magnetogyric ratio and thus the absolute value was used in this
calculation.
To determine the enhancement that is obtained experimentally.
Figures A4.37 and A4.38 are presented. Figure A4.37 is the direct detection
tellurium spectrum of compound 9 with proton decoupling and Figure A4.38
is the 1H-{ 125xe} indirectly detected spectrum of the same compound.
Note that the indirect spectrum (Figure A4.38) is not decoupled to ensure
that all of the signal that is seen results only from those protons which are
spin coupled to the NMR-active isotope of tellurium (125xe)

With the

decoupling of protons the signal would collapse into a singlet which could
conceivably obscure any signal resulting from those protons which are in
molecules containing the NMR-inactive isotopes of tellurium. This would
lead to an artificially large signal to noise ratio as some of the resultant
signal would come from protons in molecules with NMR-inactive tellurium
isotopes. The equation used to calculate the enhancement that we see in a
comparison of signal to noise of these respective spectra is in Equation

4.2."^ Equation 4.3'°® illustrates how the respective filling factors of the two
coils were measured.

Enhancement =

^ ) d "I d i r
(S / N)jjjr(Ns

^indir

4.2
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Here S/N denotes the signal to noise, Ns the number of scans, ri the
respective filling factors, ds the inside diameter of the NMR tube, and Dc the
coil diameter. The values that were used in this calculation were as follows.
As measured by the spectrometer's computer the number of scans were 32
and 64 and the signal to noise ratios were 466.6 and 24.09 for the indirect
and direct detection means, respectively. The NMR tube had a 5 mm
diameter and the diameters of the inner and outer coils were 6 and 11 mm,
respectively. When the calculation is performed an enhancement value of
46.1 is obtained.
There is one thing that must be kept in mind when estimating the
enhancement value as shown here. Because the inverse probe used was not
designed to directly detect x-nuclei (i.e. the coil for the X-nucleus was the
outside coil), the enhancement value obtained was for only that specific
probe. The filling factor was used as a correction to try to make the
enhancement value more universal. It should also be kept in mind that the Q
factors for each of the respective coils were not used in this calculation. Any
large difference in the Qs of the two coils would considerably affect the
enhancement value. Generally with a tunable indirect detection probe the Q
values of the two coils will differ by a considerable amount.'^ As the signal
to noise ratio varies as a function of the line broadening used in the
processing of the NMR spectra, S/N values were calculated using a line
broadening which doubles the natural linewidth of the signal being observed.
It has been demonstrated mathematically that the application of a line
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broadening which serves as a "matched filter" gives the maximum signal to
noise ratio (while maintaining a Lorentzian line shape).'o'Additionally, the lengths of the coils were not taken into detailed
consideration. The outer coil is longer than the inner coil, so an assumption
was made here that the filling factor's contribution to the enhancement
calculation is only dependent on a cross-sectional area which in all
likelihood is not rigorously correct. However, it is likely to be a good
approximation as an attempt was made to center the sample (which was 25
mm in length) in the middle of each of the respective coils. This should
minimize the effects seen in inhomogenous magnetic fields as may occur at
the ends of the two coils.
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Conclusion
The

indirect detection of

tellurium by the protons in NMR

spectroscopy works well and gives an enhancement value that justifies its
use, particularly with dilute solutions. Because of advances in molecular
biology that allow the incorporation of amino acids at any site in a protein,
it is likely that future use of the indirect detection methodology will be
directed at biomolecules containing one or more tellurium atoms as
"reporters", particularly at sites in these molecules that are of interest
structurally.

It is also likely that future use of these "reporters" (be they

tellurium or some other NMR-active isotope of a given element) will use
more comphcated pulse sequences like HMQC-NOESY experiments (where
the tellurium atom or other unique nuclei provides a filter so that only those
protons scalar coupled to the tellurium are selected for NOESY
correlations). The advantage of these types of experiments is that one could
immediately obtain information about the active sites of enzymes or other
sites of interest without interference from the signals from other parts of the
biomolecule.
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CHAPTER 5. ISOTOPE-FILTERED NOESY

Background
In the future, the use of unusual nuclei (other then

and

as

biophysical probes to illuminate the structure of the active site of a protein or
some other site in biomolecules is likely to become more important as well
as more rudimentary to perform. One such experiment that is likely to
provide this means is an isotope-filtered NOESY or TOCSY experiment.
Because these filtered-isotope experiments have just been developed in the
last ten years (the forerunner to these types of experiments was by Bax et
al.),

most of the work that has been done in the field has used

as the

isotope which filters the resultant transfer.
These tj^es of experiments have been used to resolve poorly resolved
proton signals'®^, to assign the spin systems of a polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbonfor the determination of proton vicinal c o u p l i n g s f o r
elucidating the structures of bicyclic lactams'®^, and

to characterize

intermolecular contacts in a 37 kDa macromolecular ternary complex
There has also been one instance where NOESY-HMQC has been used to
calculate distances iteratively using

as the filter
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Results and Discussion
The ultimate goal of the research presented here was to do
filtered NOESY experiments on protein A from the glycine reductase
complex of Clostridium sticklandii. It was hoped that these studies would
provide some information about the active site of this enzyme {i.e. what
residues are close in space to the seienocysteine). It was decided that to
develop the methodology,

a model compound should be studied.

Starmylated vinyl sulfide 1 was chosen .

(cHx)3Sn'

In structure 1 cHx refers to a cyclohexyl group and Ph to a phenyl group. It
was hoped that interactions would be seen between the vinylic proton and
the methyl groups on the r-butyl group (while using 119sn as a filter). In
principle, using ^

as a filter should filter the resonances from the phenyl

group attached to sulfur. In Figure A5.1 is presented the proton NMR of
compound 1. Note in this spectrum that the peak at 6.12 ppm results from
the vinyllic proton with both the

satellites obvious at 6.17 and 6.07

ppm respectively. From the proton spectrum one is able to obtain the threebond

scalar coupling constant ( ^Jii9sn-iH = 48.2 Hz) as well as
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the three bond

1 l^Sn scalar coupling constant (iTgn-i^ = *^5.0 Hz). It

should be noted that the 1
the positions of the 1

satellites are at very close chemical shifts to
satellites with the 1

satellites being slightly

inside of the 1 l^Sn satellites. There are two ways that one can tell that the
1

are outside of the ^l^Sn satellites. The outer satellites integrate to

slightly more than the inner satellites which is consistent with

1

having a slightly higher natural isotopic abundance than that of the 1 l^Sn
isotope (8.59% for H^Sn vs. 7.68% for H^Sn).

The second way is by

looking at a one- or two-dimensional lH-{119sn} HMQC experiment
(Figures A5.3 and A5.4).

Because only those protons which are in

molecules that contain the 1

isotope are selected, all other isotopes are

filtered out (including those with the

isotope). Measuring the

distance between the peaks gives the coupling constant and confirms that the
1

satellites are the outer ones.
The 1 l^Sn spectrum is seen in Figure A5.2. Unfortunately, one does

not see any of the splitting that most certainly comes from the protons
present in the molecule due to the very broad tin resonance. The spectrum
indicated here was multiplied with a line broadening of 50 Hz (which gives
the resonance a smooth looking Lorentzian line shape but obscures any
1

scalar coupling ).
Before any attempt at an isotope-filtered NOESY is made, one needs

to optimize the parameters for a regular NOESY, particularly the mixing
time. In Figure A5.5, a NOESY spectrum of 1 is seen with a mixing time of
300 ms.

In this spectrum one can clearly see an NOE correlation between

the methyl groups on the f-butyl group and the vinyllic proton. Here, one
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Figure A5.5, NOESY Spectrum of a Vinyl Stannylated Sulfide
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sees a correlation between those protons which are in molecules containing
NMR-inactive isotopes of tin but one sees also correlations with those
molecules that contain both the ^ l^Sn and the 1

isotopes (that is why

three peaks are correlated and not just one; peaks resulting from the ^
isotope and the 1 l^Sn isotope can not be differentiated because there is not
enough resolution in the 0)2 dimension).
Figure A5.6 is a

isotope-filtered NOESY experiment using a

mixing time of 300 ms, an evolution time of 10.4 ms, and a recycle delay of
2 s. In this experiment, a correlation is seen between the olefinic proton in
molecules containing 11

and the methyl groups from the f-butyl

functionality. The 1 l^Sn in this case acts as a filter to suppress interfering
resonances from other protons.
It is hoped that similar studies can be performed on the
carboxymethylated protein A from Clostridium sticklandii with the
difference being ^^Se acting as the filter in lieu of 1

Because of the

low concentration of the protein sample, experiments that were attempted on
this sample were unsuccessful. It is believed that the reason why these
experiments were unsuccessful were due to the long collection times
required and the instability of the instmment over these long collection
periods. It is hoped that the use of gradient shim coils as well as a higher
field strength will alleviate

these problems.

As discussed in the

Introduction the use of gradient shim coils reduces the amount of time
required for collection due to the higher receiver gains that can be used and
the more homogenous magnetic field that is created. These experiments
will be attempted in the near future at Notre Dame University on a 14.05 T
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magnet equiped with gradient shim coils and the results will be reported
elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 6. TRIMETHYLSELENONIUM IODIDE

Background
Methylated selenium compounds are intermediates in the metabolic
pathways of selenium. The two major methylated selenium species are
dimethyl selenide and a trimethylselenonium salt. Dimethyl selenide is a
liquid which is relatively volatile (bp=650C) and the trimethylselenonium
iodide salt is a solid (mp=150-152oC).^^ These methylated selenium
compounds serve as vectors in the excretion of excess selenium from the
body: dimethyl selenide as a volatile vapor which is expelled through the
respiratory process and the trimethylselenonium salt which is liberated as a
water soluble metabolite in the urine.^^ jt

been estimated that 20-50% of

the selenium excreted in the urine is in the form of this metabolite (for rats
fed a selenium diet).'"-

A noninvasive means of studying the

trimethylselenonium salt in blood (or in urine) would be of interest as an
avenue for the monitoring of the presence of this selenium metabolite.
Selenium-77 NMR spectroscopy could present such a means of studying this
salt. Unfortunately the relatively low isotopic abundance of the NMR-active
isotope of selenium ('^^Se= 7.58%) as well as its relatively low
magnetogyric ratio makes the direct detection of the selenium species less
favorable than desired. One means of overcoming these deficiencies is to
isotopically enrich the salt with the NMR active isotope of selenium, which
should enhance the detection of the selenium signal by a factor of 10-14.
Another means of detecting the selenonium salt is by indirectly detecting
selenium using the more abundant scalar-coupled protons present in the salt.
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The detection of this metabolite by this means is highly favorable for three
reasons: 1) Nine chemically identical protons are used to detect one
selenium atom. 2) The natural isotopic abundance of the proton is 99.99%
while that of the NMR-active isotope of selenium is 7.58%. 3) The
frequency at which one detects the proton is substantially higher then the
frequency at which one detects selenium (500.1 vs. 95.3 MHz). It is these
factors which convinced us to pursue this path as a means of studying the
trimethylselenonium salt.
Because the synthesis of the trimethylselenonium iodide salt as well
as its NMR spectroscopic parameters (i.e. its chemical shift) are known,
this was the salt chosen for study rather than the chloride salt. A series of
experiments was performed to test the detection limits of the
trimethylselenonium salt in D2O, buffered D2O, and in both rat and rabbit
blood.
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Results and Discussion
Table

6.1

presents

the

spectroscopic

parameters

of

trimethylselenonium iodide (CH3)3SeL
Table 6.1 Spectroscopic parameters for trimethylselenonium iodide.
5

ppm

2.71

5 7'7Se, ppm
253.0

^^J77se

Ti, s^
9.4

4.1

was determined from the 77se direct detection spectrum. t>The

spin-lattice relaxation time was determined by the null from the BIRD pulse
sequence.

Figure A6.1 is the proton NMR spectrum of trimethylselenonium
iodide in D2O (with no buffer) at a concentration of 11.96 mM. The large
peak at 4.75 ppm is that of HO^H and the peak at 2.71 ppm is the signal
resulting from trimethylselenonium iodide. Upon close observation of this
peak one can see the selenium satellites at 2.69 and 2.73 (^JSe-H=9.4 Hz)
which come from protons in molecules containing the NMR-active isotope
of selenium. Figure A6.2 is the selenium spectrum of trimethylselenonium
iodide without proton decoupling. The selenium signal is split into ten peaks
by the nine equivalent protons. Figure A6.3 is an inverse experiment of the
trimethylselenonium iodide salt at the same 11.96 mM concentration.

In

this spectrum, the phase cycling and the BIRD pulse sequence effectively
suppress the large central peak from the trimethylselenonium iodide salt
(from protons in molecules containing the NMR-inactive isotopes of
selenium) and also effectively diminishes the intensity of the HO^H peak.
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In this spectrum the satellites of the large central proton peak have been
collected whereas the large central proton peak resulting from those protons
which are in molecules containing NMR-inactive isotopes of selenium have
been suppressed giving the appearance of a "doublet" in this spectrum.
Figure A6.4 is an inverse spectrum of 0.48 mM trimethylselenonium iodide
salt in 2H20.

This spectrum was obtained in 1704 transients (or 3.9

hours) and the resultant signal to noise for the signal of interest is 10.72.
Figure A6.3 should be compared to Figure A6.4 and the relative intensities
of the HO^H peaks compared in both spectra. Figure A6.3 which has the
higher concentration of the selenonium salt has the smaller HO^H peak
whereas the lower concentration salt seen in Figure A6.4 has the larger
HO^H peak. This effect is due to the larger vertical expansion which must
be used to see the desired signal. Both the BIRD pulse sequence and phase
cycling act as filters in this spectrum (Figure A6.4)

allowing the use of

larger receiver gains. This improves the signal to noise of the desired
signal. This is analogous to a situation where one is in a noisy room
attempting to hear someone who is whispering to him from across the room.
If a filter is used to get rid of the unwanted noise the microphone can be
amplified to hear the desired whisper.
Figure A6.5 shows a proton experiment in plasma at 16.7 mM
concentration in the trimethylselenonium salt. In this figure one should note
the presence of other signals in the spectrum in addition to that of the
trimethylselenonium salt signal.

The concentration

of

the

trimethylselenonium salt is less than an order of magnitude greater than the
signals from the other metabolites in the plasma. Figure A6.6 shows the
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same sample in an inverse experiment. Here the satellites from the trimethyl
selenonium salt have been collected and the signals from all other
resonances have been suppressed. Because the HO^H signal is so large (in
the proton spectrum), its suppression is incomplete in the inverse spectrum
(at 4.75 ppm).
Figures A6.7 and A6.8 show proton spectra of the red blood cells in
buffered 2h20 which contain the trimethylselenonium salt in 2.39 mM
concentration. If the full spectral range of the proton spectrum is shown and
the vertical scale adjusted so that the HO^H peak is shown in its entirety (as
in Figure A6.7) the signals from the other metabolites are not seen. In
Figure A6.8 the vertical scale is adjusted so that the trimethylselenonium salt
signal can be seen as well as a series of broad resonances resulting from
metabolites and other proton-containing species in the red blood cells. Here
the intensity of the signal from the trimethyl selenonium salt is comparable
in magnitude to all the other signals (save for the HO^H peak which is much
larger).

The broad resonances may result from a paramagnetic species

(perhaps the iron present in the heme), from adsorption of the
trimethylselenonium iodide salt to some large biomolecule (which might
increase its spin-spin relaxation time substantially leading to severe line
broadening), or from some other mechanism which leads to rapid spin-spin
relaxation times.

The broad signals also affect the signal from the

trimethylselenonium salt which leads to its broadening also.

This

broadening effect is more obvious when one observes the inverse spectrum
(Figure A6.9) of the same sample. This spectrum was obtained with 5120
transients and has a signal to noise of 23.16. The broadening of the
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Figure A6.9, lH-{77se} HMQC Spectrum of 2.39 mM
Trimethylselenonium Iodide in Blood
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trimethylselenonium resonance results in a signal which can no longer be
resolved into the "doublets" which were seen in the previous inverse spectra
(Figures A6.3, A6.4, and A6.6). Nevertheless, the trimethylselenonium salt
is seen and the other signals are all suppressed.
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Conclusion
Inverse

HMQC spectroscopy of trimethylselenonium

iodide in NMR spectroscopy appears to be an effecdve way to test for the
presence of this metabolite in blood. Concentrations of 0.48 mM or less (or
lower with

isotopic enrichment) can be easily observed. These

concentrations are comparable to those observed in rats that were fed
selenium metabolites and their urine monitored by GC-MS.®^ The procedure
that those researchers used to monitor was more complicated than the
procedure that would be used here in the monitoring of this metabolite.
Additional gains in sensitivity could be obtained by employing several
experimental modifications. One is to isotopically enrich the metabolite
with the NMR-active isotope of selenium.

This should increase the

sensitivity by at least a factor of ten meaning that one can easily detect
concentrations in the sub-millimolar range. Another modification is using a
water suppression pulse sequence before each inverse transient. This would
allow even larger receiver gains to be used which should fiirther increase the
sensitivity. The result of this would be fewer transients would be necessary
as well as less spectrometer time.
A few points regarding the relationship between relaxation rates and
pulse delays of the trimethylselenonium salt should be made. Because the
scalar coupling constant is rather small (^^775^
^ relatively long
53.2 ms mixing time delay (delay is determined by 1/2J) has to be used to
select for the quantum transitions that are of interest. Often when delays of
this length are used one has to be concerned about signal intensity loss
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which results from inefficient magnetization transfer. This inefficient
magnetization transfer is a major concern if the relaxation times are
comparable to the mixing time. In the case of the trimethylselenonium salt
this should not be a major concern as the spin-lattice relaxation time (~7 s) is
more than two orders of magnitude larger then the mixing times used.
There is another issue which should be raised about the spin-lattice
relaxation time. Because the relaxation process is relatively slow the recycle
time that must be used (generally the recycle time should be 1-5 times T i) is
relatively large and the amount of spectrometer time used to collect a
sufficient number of transients to see the desired signal is also large.
The spin-lattice relaxation time reported here (4.1 s) differs
considerably from the spin-lattice relaxation time reported in the literature
(13.7 s).^^ A large part of this difference is likely due to the different
concentrations used in each of the respective studies and perhaps to a small
extent on the temperature. Odom et al. report that they used a solution
which was 1.0 M in the trimethylselenonium iodide salt. Because the focus
of this study was to determine the detection limits of iH-f^^Se} HMQC
indirect detection, none of the concentrations used here even approaches
their concentration. They also report that their study was done at 305K
whereas ours was done at 3 lOK. These temperatures are consistent with the
supposition that spin-lattice relaxation times decrease with increasing
temperature. If temperature does indeed have an effect on the magnitude of
the spin-lattice relaxation time this would indicate that the spin rotation
relaxation mechanism is not solely responsible for relaxation. It is likely
that the chemical shift anisotropy mechanism also plays a role.^^
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A point should also be made about the experimental protocol that
would be used if one were to actually use inverse detection to monitor the
levels of the trimethylselenonium salt in blood. Because of the need for a
lock solvent in NMR experiments, the protocol presumably would have to be
changed from the series of experiments run here (in which externally added
salt containing a lock solvent was added to the blood or plasma).

In an

experiment where one would monitor toxic levels of the metabolite in blood,
no spiking would be involved. An experiment could simply be performed
that would involve centrifuging the blood.

In this case, the

trimethylselenonium salt would likely be present in the supernatant due to
its relatively high solubility in aqueous solutions whereas the red blood cells
and other large metabolites would be precipitated out of solution .

The

supernatant could then be lyophilized and redissolved in D2O (either
buffered or unbuffered).
Another possible experimental protocol would be that the blood
containing the toxic level of the selenonium salt could be lyophilized
directly and then the resulting solid redissolved in buffered D2O. This
protocol could however lead to the rupture of erythrocytes (which would
possibly render the results of an inverse experiment less meaningful). One
final protocol that would be less invasive is to take a blood sample and insert
an internal capillary tube with lock solvent in it. This protocol would
however suffer from reduced sensitivity due to the reduction in the resultant
sample size (which is present in the probe).
Experiments could also be done to give quantitative data on the
amount of the selenonium salt present in blood. These could be done by
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inserting a known amount of an internal reference in the blood which
resonates at a close but separate frequency from that of the salt.
Experimental protocols would need to be developed to effectively monitor
the presence of a trimethylselenonium salt in blood. The development of
these protocols would seem to be highly useful in the light of the promising
results presented here.
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CHAPTER 7. PROTEIN A NMR STUDIES

Background
As yet the number of NMR studies done on selenoproteins or on
paradigms for selenoproteins

has been somewhat limited. Because there

will likely be many more selenoproteins discovered, the number of studies
on these proteins is likely to increase. Of the known naturally occurring
selenoproteins, only glutathione peroxidase has been studied by NMR
spectroscopy.^^ Unfortunately, the studies reported on this protein involved
the denatured form of the protein because the native form had limited
solubility.
Because there are only a few known naturally occurring
selenoproteins (Table 1.2) there have not been many reports on these in the
literamre.

Some of the known selenoproteins have not been studied by

NMR because their high molecular weights preclude these studies from
being useful.

With the development of better NMR techniques (such as

multidimensional NMR) the study of these selenoenzymes is approaching
feasibility. Molecular biology techniques have allowed the incorporation of
selenium into proteins that do not normally have this element in them and it
is expected that the study of these artificial enzymes by NMR spectroscopy
will be hotly pursued.
Some of these non-naturally occurring selenoproteins have been
studied using 77se NMR.

Selenosubtilisin (the seleno derivative of

subtilisin, a serine protease) has been studied.^^ The enzyme no longer acts
as a protease with the insertion of selenium but rather mimics the activities
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of glutathione peroxidase.''^ Despite the change in function, these studies
were instructive in deducing some structural information about the protein.
The authors were able to predict the overoxidation of Met-222 simply from
the chemical shift data. This overoxidation was later confirmed with a
subsequent study by X-ray diffraction.'
Another study was done on calmodulin,in which the nine
methionine residues were replaced with nine selenomethionine residues.
They were able to use lH-{77se} HMBC experiments to identify the methyl
groups from the nine selenomethionine residues in this protein which aided
them in the assignments of all of the protons in the protein.

More

importantly, their study showed the usefulness of selenium NMR as a
biophysical probe. This pioneering study showed that these types of
substitutions (where an NMR-active isotope is used as a biophysical probe)
are likely to be instructive in the future on proteins of unknown structure.
Another artificially created selenomethionine-containing protein,
ribonuclease H, was used to deduce the structure of wildtype ribonuclease H.
This study used multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) with the use
of synchotron data from a crystal of the selenomethionyl recombinant
protein to help solve the phase angle problem (the central problem when
doing protein X-ray structures)."^

It has been reported that

selenomethionyl-containing proteins provide an ideal avenue for MAD
phasing. This protein was in a molecular weight range (17 kDa) that would
have allowed it to be studied by NMR spectroscopy.
Another selenoprotein amenable to NMR studies is protein A of the
glycine reductase complex in the anaerobe Clostridium sticklandii. It is a
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157 amino acid, 17,011 dalton protein that is one of three proteins involved
in the reduction of glycine to ammonia and acetate with the concomitant
generation of ATP from ADP. The complex that is formed involves not only
protein A but also proteins B and C.

Protein A is a naturally-occurring

selenoenzyme that has a selenocysteine moiety at its active site. The
selenocysteine is intimately involved in the catalytic cycle of the enzyme
complex. The putative catalytic cycle of the enzyme was shown in some
detail in Figure 1.3 in the Introduction. A more schematic illustration of the
function of the enzyme complex is shown in Figure 7.1 below.
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Figure 7.1. The putative catalytic pathway of the glycine reductase complex
of Clostridium sticklandii. Note the generation of acetate and ATP from
glycine. Figure adapted from T.C. Stadtman, J. Biol. Chem. (1991), 25,
16257.
The NMR studies that are presented here on protein A of the glycine
reductase complex of C. sticklandii are the first studies that have been done
on a biologically active naturally-occurring selenoenzyme. It should also be
noted that these studies were done on two of the intermediates of the
catalytic cycle of the enzyme: the enzyme with selenolate at the active site
and the enzyme with a carboxymethyl group attached to selenium (Figure
7.2)
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HCCHo^Se

HCCH2^^Se^^CH2COO

Figure 7.2. A schematic illustration of protein A in its native selenolate form
1 and its carboxymethylated form 2 (this schematic illustration is not
suggesting that the protein is cyclic but rather that the protein may or may
not be globular). Note that selenium is isotopically enriched in selenium-77
and the carboxymethyl group has a methylene carbon which is also
isotopically enriched (C-13).
Protein A in its selenolate form 1 is readily oxidizable, light sensitive, and
somewhat unstable. In the absence of oxygen it is somewhat stable to heat
but not light.
oligomers."^

In the presence of oxygen forms dimers and higher
The carboxymethylated protein 2 on the other hand tends to

be somewhat more stable.
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Results and Discussion
The proton NMR spectrum of Protein A in its native form is shown in
Figure A7.1 and of the carboxymethylated protein is shown in Figure A7.2.
It is interesting that the proton NMR spectrum of the non-carboxymethylated
protein has much sharper lines than that of the carboxymethylated protein.
This might be the result of some denaturation of the non-carboxymethylated
protein. After some time it was noticeable that the non-carboxymethylated
protein was precipitating out of solution (perhaps due to the formation of the
dimer or some higher oligomer). It should be noted that in both proton
spectra, the signals of the amide protons are very weak relative to all other
proton resonances. It is surprising that these resonances have reduced
intensity because even if slow exchange were occurring with the water, the
fact that a 90% 2H20-10% H2O solution was used should mean that protons
should still be the dominant species present on the amide nitrogens.

The

weak signal may be a result of both too high a presaturation power and a
slightly alkaline pH. The fastest exchange rate is known, in general, to occur
at a sUghdy acidic pH (around pH 6).
Figures A7.3 and A7.4 are 77se spectra with proton decoupling of the
non-carboxymethylated and carboxymethylated protein at 303K,
respectively.

The non-carboxymethylated protein shows a singlet at a

chemical shift that is expected for selenolate anions. This spectrum was
acquired with 420,737 transients. The consequence of the precipitation of
the non-carboxymethylated protein was that the previously observed
resonance in the

NMR spectrum disappeared. Attempts to locate a
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Figure A7.1,

Spectrum of the Carboxymethylated Protein A
Clostridium Sticklandii
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Spectrum of the Carboxymethylated Protein A from
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selenosulfide signal (looking for the oxidized protein or an oligomer) were
also unsuccessful (Figure A7.5).
The selenium spectrum of the carboxymethylated protein was
somewhat puzzling at first due to the presence of several resonances (see
Figure A7.4). As previously discussed the addition of bromoacetate leads to
an over-carboxymethylation of protein A. This over-carboxymethylation
was confirmed by doing an amino acid analysis which showed the presence
of some carboxymethylated cysteine residues.

Because the cysteine

residues are present in their protonated form at the pH that the reaction with
bromoacetate is performed, it is likely that not more than one of the four
cysteine groups also is carboxymethylated in any given protein molecule.
The much lower pKa of selenols (present as the selenolate anion at
physiological pH) relative to the pKa of thiols present in cysteine residues
justifies the supposition that most of the protein is in the mono
carboxymethylated form with this functional group being present on the
selenium atom (structure 1 in Figure 7.3). An amino acid analysis confirmed
that -20% of all cysteines were carboxymethylated. This would justify
assigning the largest signal in the selenium spectrum to this derivative of the
protein.

All of the signals are doublets because they are split by the

isotopically enriched carbon atom. The one-bond scalar coupling constant
between selenium and carbon is 61-66 Hz for all of the doublets seen in this
spectrum. This agrees well with the reported one-bond scalar coupling of
46-88 Hz. "8
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in the S-Se Region fromClostridium Sticklandii
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Figure 7.3 Proposed structures of the carboxymethylated protein A.
Evidence from the direct detection
NMR spectrum supports these
structures.
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The chemical shift of these resonances also agrees well with the chemical
shifts of selenides in the literature.^^ Compounds 2 and 5 from Chapter 3 are
examples of where one would expect to see the chemical shift of compounds
similar to the protein.
In spectrum A7.4, the other doublets result from structures where one
of the other cysteines is carboxymethylated (structures 2-5 in Figure 7.3) or
where some oxidation has occurred and a disulfide bond may have formed
between two of the cysteines (structures 6-9 in Figure 7.3). This spectrum
shows the exquisite sensitivity of the selenium nucleus because small
changes in other parts of the protein affect the chemical shift of selenium
even though there is no change in the functional groups which are directly
attached to selenium.
To test if the selenium nucleus was actually showing these small
chemical shift differences due to small changes elsewhere in the molecule,
NMR experiments were run at different temperatures to see if this also had
an effect on the chemical shift. In Figure A7.6, one can see changes in the
spectra with changes in temperature. Note that at 300K the spectrum differs
considerably from the spectra at all other temperatures indicating that these
small changes in structure which are seen by increasing or decreasing the
temperature do definitely affect the chemical shift of each of the respective
resonances.
Figure A7.7 is the one-dimensional

HMQC spectra of the

carboxymethylated protein. This spectrum was obtained by first measuring
the sample with a selenium pulse and then with the cable applying the
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Figure A7.6, Temperature Dependent 77se NMR Spectra of the
Carboxymethylated Protein A from
Clostridium Sticklandii
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selenium pulse detached.

The difference spectra between the two

experiments for the carboxymethylated protein is shown in Figure A7.8.
In Figure A7.8, the difference HMQC spectrum of the
carboxymethylated protein it should be noted that there are two main sets of
signals, "doublets" centered at 3.30 and 4.12 ppm. The doublets result from
the carbon splitting the selenium signal into a series of two identical signals
which are -60 Hz apart. A proposed first-order splitting pattern for the
methylene protons of the carboxymethylated protein is shown in Figure 7.4
below.

protein A-CH2^^Se^^CH2COO-

1

I JSe-C

125-146 Hz

T

JSe-C

T

61-65 Hz

61-65 Hz
2

t

10
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-"Se-H
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Figure 7.4. A proposed first-order splitting pattern of the protons on the
methylene groups from the carboxymethylated protein.
The "doublet" centered at 3.30 ppm in Figure A7.8 agrees relatively well
with this first-order splitting pattern. This resonance is most likely due to
the protons on the methylene group which has been added chemically to the
protein.

The isotopically enriched carbon has the effect of splitting the
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Figure A7.8, lH-{77se} HMQC Difference Spectrum of the
Carboxymethylated Protein A from
Clostridium Sticklandii
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resonances into a doublet (-60 Hz) which might aid assignment by
dispersing the peaks, but unfortunately it hinders the signal to noise ratio.
The peak intensities would be two times larger if they were not split into this
doublet. The consequence of this loss in signal to noise is that it hinders
attempts to do multidimensional (more than two dimensions) experiments.
Unfortunately, in these types of experiments, the sensitivity is often the
limiting factor as to whether or not they can be performed effectively.
A point should be made about the relaxation times of the protein. The
line widths of the resonances in the

NMR (see Figures A7.3 and A7.4

for examples) are relatively broad indicating that the spin-spin relaxation
times are relatively rapid (probably of the same order of magnitude as
mixing delays used). This is expected in a biomolecule of 17 kDa. Because
of the small two-bond scalar coupling constant between a selenium and a
proton (^JSe-H = 10 Hz)

it is likely that there is some

loss of

magnetization when the mixing process is occurring (due to the 50 ms delay
that must be used to allow multiple quantum coherence to evolve). It is also
likely to be advantageous to employ a three-pulse HMQC pulse sequence
which leaves out the final 90° pulse on the X-nucleus (Figure 2.1). The
result of a three pulse sequence is that the doublet is left antiphase but less
time is used to flip the one doublet in phase which ultimately leads to an
enhanced signal to noise ratio.
A one-dimensional 1H-{

HMQC spectrum is shown in Figure

A7.9. One should note that there is a series of "doublets" in this spectrum
including one which is centered around 3.30 ppm. The resonances at this
chemical shift result from the carboxymethylated selenium (specifically
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Figure A7.9,

HMQC Spectrum of the Carboxymethylated
Protein A fromClostridium Sticklandii
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from those protons that were incorporated synthetically).

The other

"doublets" likely result from over-carboxymethylation of the protein (as has
been discussed previously).
signal upon performing

Any l^C-containing impurity results in a
HMQC spectroscopy and this is the

reason that there appear to be eight "doublets" in the

13c} HMQC

spectrum. These eight "doublets" indicate that there are eight different
carboxymethylated species (one species might be unreacted bromoacetate).
The over-carboxymethylation is consistent with the results seen in the
77se NMR spectrum (Figure A7.4) although the

number of

carboxymethylated species at first seems to be inconsistent (five are obvious
in the

spectrum). The fact that more resonances are seen in the
HMQC spectrum than in the 77se directly detected spectrum is

consistent with carboxymethylation occurring somewhere (or several
places) on the protein where it does not affect selenium's chemical shift.
It should also be noted that the 1H-{ l^C} HMQC spectrum has better
signal to noise than does the lH-{77Se} HMQC spectrum. This is because a
one-bond scalar coupling constant ('^JC-H = ~125 Hz) is observed in the ^H{13c} HMQC spectrum whereas a two-bond scalar coupling (^JSe-H = ~10
Hz) is highlighted in the iH-f^^Se} HMQC spectrum. Less magnetization
is lost in the 1H-{ l^C} HMQC spectrum than in the ^H-f^^Se} HMQC due
to the shorter mixing time delays required.
A c2irbon spectrum of the carboxymethylated protein A sample with
proton decoupling is shown in Figure A7.10. One should note that there is a
whole series of resonances in this spectrum. Any doublets resulting from the
one-bond selenium-carbon scalar coupling constant (Use-C) that have a
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Figure A7.10,
Spectrum of the Carboxymethylated
Protein A fromClostridiim Sticklandii
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chemical shift difference of 0.48 to 0.52 ppm (these numbers were obtained
from the directly detected

NMR spectrum) are candidates for the

resonance resulting from the carbon directly attached to selenium. Thus the
doublet centered at 26.89 ppm (with a separation of 0.52 ppm) and the
doublet centered at 31.66 ppm (with a separation of 0.50 ppm) are likely
candidates for this carbon.
A

HMQC spectrum was not run of the non-

carboxymethylated protein A sample because of the lack of any isotopically
labeled

atoms. TOCSY and NOESY spectra of the carboxymethylated

protein A sample are shown in Figures A7.11 and A7.12. The lack of
uniform isotopic enrichment of all of the carbon and nitrogen atoms
precludes a structural determination by NMR spectroscopy. However,
information can be garnered about the active site by other NMR
spectroscopic methodologies (see Chapter 6).

Figure A7.11, DQF-COSY Spectrum of the Carboxymethylated
Protein A fj^omClostridium Sticklandii
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Figure A7.12, TOCSY Spectrum of the Carboxymethylated
Protein A fromClostridium Sticklandii
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION

Conclusions
Almost all of the works presented here are methodological studies
testing two premises: 1) does indirect detection of selenium and tellurium
work? and 2) if the methodology does work can it be used in biological
systems to provide some information about biomolecules containing either
selenium or tellurium that can not be obtained by direcdy detecting each of
these respective nuclei? The answer to both questions appears to be a
resounding yes.
It has been shown here that the methodology does work for both a
series of organoselenium and organotellurium compounds. It has also been
shown that in both indirect selenium detection and in indirect tellurium
detection experiments one gets a substantial enhancement of the signal by
using the more sensitive and more abundant proton to indirectly detect these
nuclei. In both cases the enhancement that is calculated is not too far from
the theoretical value that can be obtained. The enhancement that is shown
by indirectly detecting these nuclei should be most helpful in the detection
of the molecule of interest in dilute solutions. This molecule may be a
seleno or a telluro protein or perhaps a small metabolite containing one of
these nuclei.
In the work shown here, indirect lH-{7^Se} HMQC experiments
were successful in both of the case of a selenoprotein and detecting a small
selenium-containing metabolite. The method was used to detect selenium in
protein A from the glycine reductase complex of Clostridium sticklandii. It
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was also used to detect selenium in minute levels of trimethylselenonium
iodide in a buffered blood solution.
In both the case with the protein as well as with trimethylselenonium
iodide the selenium acted as a filter to get rid of unwanted resonances. In
the latter case, the indirect detection of selenium was done in the presence of
all of the other metabolites in blood so the methodology acted as a filter to
get rid of unwanted proton signals from other metabolites. In the protein,
the method was used to get rid of aU other resonances from other protons in
the protein as well as any resonances resulting from other contaminating
metabolites.
In

experiments and

HMQC experiments in

proteins it is often instructive to do two-dimensional experiments to spread
the numerous carbon and nitrogen atoms in another dimension. This
spreading generally will not be needed in lH-{77Se} and lH-{1257e}
HMQC experiments as generally the chalcogen nucleus is unique in the
chemical system being observed (i.e. there is only one selenium or tellurium
in a given system).

This was not the case where researchers used

selenomethionine to replace the nine methionine residues present in
calmodulin.^'

The researchers then used two-dimensional HMBC

methodologies to assign
advances

the protons on these nine residues.

Large

have been made in molecular biology which allow the

incorporation of any amino acid at any residue in a protein.'®^ It is likely
that in the future, these advances will be used to incorporate amino acids
that will act as NMR probes which will elucidate information about the
structure of that protein around the site where the amino acid has been
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inserted. Two biophysical probes which may possibly serve this purpose are
selenomethionine and telluromethionine which were both observed in the
studies done here.
A correlation between the selenium and the tellurium chemical shift of
the corresponding compounds has been reported.^® In the studies performed
here, there is some correlation between these chemical shifts (Figure 8.1). In
the upper graph of this figure a plot is made of all of the compounds studied
(including the dimethyl dichalcogen compounds which do not seem to
follow the same chemical shift trend of the other compounds). The lower
graph does not have the dimethyl dichalcogen compound included and thus a
better correlation is realized.
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Figure 8.1. Plots of the chemical shifts (5) of the organotellurium
compounds vs. the chemical shifts (6) of the corresponding organoselenium
compound. In the upper graph, dimethyl ditelluride and dimethyl diselenide
are included . In the bottom graph they are omitted. Correlation values are
0.88 and 0.99 for the upper and lower graphs, respectively.
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It is known that the ditelluride compounds undergo a relatively large
shift depending on the concentration of the solution.

However, it is

unlikely that a different concentration would result in a chemical shift
difference sufficient to move it into a position where it would be correlated
with the line. It has been reported that the paramagnetic term which
dominates in these compounds.The R value for this graph is 0.88. The
trimethylselenonium and trimethyltelluronium salts are included in both
graphs even though the counterion for the selenium compound is iodide and
for the corresponding tellurium compound it is chloride.
In the lower graph the dimethyl dichalcogen compounds were not
included in the plot and thus the correlation R value improves to 0.99. It has
been previously reported that the slope of this correlation is ~1.8.'^° The
slope that is measured here in the lower graph is 1.25. This slope is
consistent with the ratio < r^p~^ > (,Te)l < r^p'^ > iSe) which is also -1.25.
This value indicates that there is an increased sensitivity of the tellurium
compounds relative to the selenium compounds towards changes in their
electronic environment.
Here, a relatively small set of organoselenium and tellurium
compounds yielded relatively good correlation when comparing the
chemical shifts of the corresponding compounds. It has been reported that
this correlation becomes less satisfactory^^ when one considers the larger set
of newly made and identified chalcogen compounds, particularly newly
discovered inorganic chalcogen compounds.
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There is also a correlation between the coupling constants of the
chalcogens with the

protons for each of the

organotellurium and

compounds with the corresponding organoselenium compounds (Figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2. Plot of the coupling constants of the organotellurium
compounds (JTe-H) vs. the coupling constants of the corresponding
organoselenium compounds (JSe-H)-

In Figure 8.2, this correlation can clearly be observed as the line gives a
correlation value of 0.99. It is unfortunate that additional central data points
are not available that would make the line and its correlation value more
meaningful. Nevertheless, it has been reported that the tellurium-proton
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scalar coupling constant is usually on the order of two to three times larger
than that of its selenium analog.^^ It has been predicted that if the Fermi
contact interaction dominates the coupling, then the expected ratio of scalar
coupling constants should be equal to or near -2 (the minus sign arising
from the negative magnetogyric ratio of tellurium). The results presented in
the figure shown here support this as the slope of the line is 2.1 (in this
figure the absolute values of the coupling constants were used).

The value

obtained is for both two-bond and three-bond coupling constants.
Unfortunately, there is no data point in Figure 8.2 for the one-bond coupling
constant due to the unavailability of tellurol compounds due to their noted
instability.'^ A literature search revealed that there has been no report on
H2Te either.
It has been reported that exceptions to the coupling constant
correlation are likely to take place with very small coupling constants.^'
This is because tellurium has a negative magnetogyric ratio and small
couplings are often the consequence of the sum of large couplings of
opposite sign. Because selenium does not have a negative magnetogyric
ratio it is not likely to have a problem with the addition of two terms of
opposite sign.
All of the spin-lattice relaxation times (Tl) reported here were
ascertained by a calculation from the BIRD null delay. The recycle times
were also based on this calculation.

To minimize the amount of

spectrometer time used these recycle delays were set to equal the spin-lattice
relaxation delay even though it has been recommended that the delays be set
such that this recycle delay is one to five times the T l (all of the Bruker
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pulse sequences written incorporate this recommendation). The relaxation
times of all the compounds measured generally are much longer than the
evolution delays used in the HMQC pulse sequences except for that of
tellurophene (compound 7 in Chapter 4). Generally, because the spin-lattice
relaxation times are much longer than the evolution delays there is little
chance of loss of magnetization transfer due to relaxation processes.
However, there is likely to be an optimum relaxation delay for a given
evolution delay when trying to maximize signal to noise for a given amount
of spectrometer time. There likely is a tradeoff where if the relaxation delay
is very long there is no loss of magnetization transfer in the formation of
multiple quantum coherence. If the relaxation delay is long, the spectrometer
time required to collect a sufficient number of transients will also be very
long and thus one does not get a very good signal for the amount of
spectrometer time used.

As the relaxation times become shorter, more

transients can be collected in a given amount of time increasing the signal to
noise ratio per given time interval. There is, however, a point where if these
relaxation delays become too short, one starts to lose some signal since
magnetization transfer becomes inefficient because the NMR active isotopes
have relaxed before this magnetization transfer can take place. In our
estimations of signal to noise enhancement values (comparing the indirect
detection of ^^Se or 125xe versus that of the directly detected spectra), we
used the number of transients to estimate the enhancement.

It is not

surprising that with our relatively long relaxation delays and our quite short
evolution delays we were able to get very good magnetization transfer which
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led to enhancement values that approach theoretical (46 experimental vs. 51
theoretical for

and 68 experimental vs. 73 theoretical for 77se).

The BIRD pulse sequence also seems to be a very efficient way of
suppressing the resonance resulting from those protons that in molecules
containing the NMR-inactive isotopes of the X-nucleus which is being
indirectly observed. As has been indicated earlier, the BIRD is not needed
in cases where the X-nucleus has been isotopically enriched (because the
large central resonance is not even present).
To create multiple quantum coherence and perform HMQC
experiments, 90 and 180^ pulses are required. In terms of spectrometer
time, it would be beneficial if one could use the Ernst angleB"-

to do

these experiments (this is the magnitude of the flip angle at which one
should pulse at a given frequency to optimize the signal in a given period of
time) but unfortunately multiple quantum coherence cannot be generated
effectively at this angle (this can be explained using product operator
formalism and complicated mathematics; see work by O. W. Sorensen for
details).
A point that should be addressed is a possible contribution of the
nuclear Overhauser effect (nOe) to the signal intensity of selenium. When
the enhancement calculations (for direct detection of selenium versus
indirect selenium detection) were being made, a factor that was considered
was the possibility of some contribution being made by an nOe. However,
because no nOe has ever been recorded for selenium,

any nOe buildup was

discounted. Even if an nOe buildup were possible, the pulse lengths being
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much shorter than the spin-lattice relaxation times of these molecules would
preclude any buildup.
Many insensitive nuclei such as 57pe, 89y, IOSRJI^
183w, and

have problems with their negative magnetogyric ratios

leading to negative nOe's. This is also likely to be a problem with tellurium
which also has a negative magnetogyric ratio. The consequence of
tellurium's negative magnetogyric ratio is that signal intensity will decrease
if nOe buildup is allowed to occur. But like selenium, no nOe buildup has
ever been measured for tellurium (and even if it had, nOe buildup is not
likely to be a problem in HMQC experiments). Some researchers report that
an nOe of zero was seen for dimethyl telluride which indicated that there
was no dipole-dipole interaction between the protons and tellurium.^^ They
attributed this to the tellurium nucleus being sufficiently large to preclude
any dipole-dipole interaction.
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Future Direction
NMR spectroscopy is an inherently insensitive spectroscopic
technique, but nevertheless it is extremely powerful in structure
determination studies because of its information content. Both multiple
quantum

spectroscopy and multiple quantum

spectroscopy are vital aspects of the the way in which protein structure is
deduced. The use of other nuclei in indirect detection studies is also likely
to play a key role in the determination of protein structure in the future.
Indirect detection studies on unusual nuclei have the advantage over multiple
quantum

spectroscopy and multiple quantum

spectroscopy in that one can look specifically at a given region in a protein
or a given metabolite without having interfering resonances from other
protons. It is likely that in the future unusual nuclei will facilitate these
protein structure determinations and they will more than likely be used in
conjunction with the more standard carbon and nitrogen spectroscopic
studies.
Another promising aspect of the indirect detection of unusual nuclei is
that it is sufficiently sensitive to observe metabolites at toxic levels.
Because of the non-invasive nature of NMR spectroscopy (and magnetic
resonance imaging), indirect detection may play an integral role in the
detection of these metabolites (which contain unusual nuclei) in the future.
The studies presented here on both

and lH-{125xe}

indirect detection have added two more nuclei to those that have been
detected by the more sensitive proton.

We believe that the work here is
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sufficiently promising that future work is warranted and it is likely to be
fruitful m a wide realm of studies.
Since the publication of the initial work on

indirect

detection-^ a study has come out that uses lH-{77se} HMQC to determine
simple enantiomeric excess of amines using chiral selones.^® This work
showed the usefulness of this methodology to solve a chemical problem. It
is likely that future work is more likely to benefit researchers in biochemical
fields.
One area of biochemistry where follow-up to the work presented here
should be done inmiediately is on the trimethylselenonium iodide salt. 1H{77se} indirect detection should be used in animal models to test for the
presence of selenium metabolites. The preliminary in vitro results indicate
that the methodology is likely to work and because this is a relatively
inexpensive and non-invasive method future work in this area seems
warranted.
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APPENDIX A. SELENITE STUDIES

Background
Hydroxylated fatty acid compounds are effective surfactants which
have potential uses in various commercial products.Vicinal hydroxy I
groups have been identified in a number of vegetable oils.

One means of

synthesizing these vicinal diols is the oxidation of olefins with selenium
dioxide and hydrogen peroxide in solvents such as r-butanol. This reaction
is known to proceed via anti hydroxylation.
In the present study a number of CI8 compounds were reacted with
selenium dioxide and hydrogen peroxide in dichloromethane at ambient
temperature. These C18 compounds were methyl petroselinate (methyl
6(Z)-octadecenoate), oleic acid (9(Z)-octadecenoic acid), and methyl oleate
(methyl (9)Z-octadecenoate). The duration of the reaction determined
whether vicinal diols, selenite esters, or epoxides were formed. It is believed
that this is the first time that the formation of selenite esters has been
reported with the use of selenium dioxide and hydrogen peroxide.
It has been reported that cyclic selenite esters form by the reaction of
ethylene glycol with selenium dioxide,reaction of selenium dioxide or
seleninic acid (H2Se03) with various diols,'26.127 q,-

reaction of

epichlorohydrin or propene oxide with Se02 in the presence of BF3Et20.
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Experimental
All samples that are referred to in this appendix were obtained from
Gerhard Knothe from the Oil Chemical Research Unit, National Center for
Agricultural Utilization Research, US Department of Agriculture. The
samples are referred to in the way that they were given to me.
Selenium NMR was recorded at 95.51703 MHz on a Bruker AM 500
Fourier transform NMR spectrometer. A europium shift experiment was
performed on a Bruker AM 250 Fourier transform NMR spectrometer.
Eu(fod)3 was used as the europium shift reagent and the experiment was set
up as follows. 0.05 grams Eu(fod)3 (0.05 mmol) was dissolved in 2 mL
C^HCls (rendering a solution that was 25 mM in Eu3+) under rigorously dry
conditions. The resulting europium solution was added in small increments
(10 or 20 |lL) to 20 mg of the selenite which was dissolved in 0.5 mL of
C^HCls in a 5 mm NMR tube (0.093 M). COSY and NOESY spectra were
recorded on a Varian Unity 300 pulsed Fourier transform NMR
spectrometer.
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Results and Discussion
Mass spectroscopic studies on compound 15463-1-II-7 had indicated
the presence of the selenium nucleus in the compound (selenium in a
molecular ion pattern is urmiistakable due to its isotope pattern) and the
selenium NMR spectrum confirmed its presence. Shown in Figure AA. 1 is a
^•^Se spectrum of sample 15463-1-II-7. It appears that the sample is a
mixture of two isomers in a three to one ratio. The chemical shift of the
sample indicates that it is similar in structure to a selenite molecule.
(MeO)2SeO has a chemical shift of 1339 ppm and H2Se03 a chemical shift
of 1300 ppm referenced to 60% CH3SeCH3 in CDCI3. Selenites generally
are known to have chemical shifts in the 1284 to 1430 ppm region
referenced relative to 60% dimethyl selenide (v/v) in chloroform.

The

selenium NMR shows two resonances ( centered at 1339 ppm and separated
by 37 Hz) indicating that there are two isomers of the selenite (present in a
three to one ratio as seen from the integration of these peaks).
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Figure AA.l, 77Se Spectrum of the Selenite
Derivative of Methyl Petroselinate
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A lanthanide shift experiment was also performed to assign the
resonances seen in the protons spectrum (not shown). The lanthanide shift
experiment allowed the protons to be assigned which allowed the assignment
of the major and minor diastereomers. In a lanthanide shift experiment the
change of the proton chemical shifts differ depending on whether the protons
being observed are cis or trans to the oxygen atom (which has the lanthanide
shift reagent complexed to it). The assignment of these protons is obvious
from Figure 9.1 below.
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Figure 9.1 A plot of the chemical shifts of the protons that change vs. the
amount of Eu(fod)3 added for methyl petroselinate.
From this figure it is easy to assign the protons. The more downfield proton
is syn to selenoxide as it is shown to migrate faster downfield with the
incremental addition of the europium shift reagent (note the slopes of the
lines).

The more upfield proton is anti to the selenoxide as it migrates

slower with the incremental addition of europium.
From the data, the strucmres of the molecule indicated in Figure 9.2
were deduced (with both the major and the minor diastereomers indicated).
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Figure 9.2 The proposed structures of the selenite molecules generated by
the addition of hydrogen peroxide and selenium dioxide to the fatty acid
ester (sample 15463-1-II-7).
Molecular models aided in the assignment of these diastereomers as it
can be shown that the end of the (CH2)4C02CH3 moiety can approach the
selenoxide moiety if they are cis to each other but not if they are disposed
trans.

Further support for these assignments comes by analogy with the

assignments of the protons in l,3,2-dioxathiolan-2-oxide.'2^ Here the
authors assign the proton at lower field as cis.

Additional evidence for

these assignments comes from the COSY and NOESY two-dimensional
spectra shown in Figures AA.2 and AA.3, respectively. It should also be

L

Vj 'v.

Figure AA.2, COSY Spectrum of the Selenite
Derivative of Methyl Petroseiinate

Figure AA.3, NOESY Spectrum of the Selenite
Derivative of Methyl Petroselinate
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noted that Figure 9.2 depicts the ring in a planar conformation but it is
believed that l,3,2-dioxathiolan-2-oxide exists in rapidly interconverting
twist-envelope conformations in solution.
It was mentioned in the background of this appendix that the duration
of the reaction time determines whether vicinal diols, selenite esters, or
epoxides are formed. Evidence that the reaction proceeds from the epoxide
tiirough the selenite and then into a diol is obtained by observing the reaction
for 24 hours. This is determined by observing the products of the reaction
of methyl oleate with selenium dioxide / hydrogen peroxide as monitored by
proton NMR over 24 hours.
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APPENDIX B. ELECTROCHEMISTRY

Theory of Electrochemistry
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a means of studying compounds that can
undergo

oxidation and reduction processes. The reaction products or

intermediates of these oxidation and reduction processes must be stable for
the period of time that it takes to obtain a voltammogram.

Cyclic

voltammetry measures the formal potential of a half reaction (E1/2) and
these potentials are usually referred to some standard reference electrode.
Generally, in a CV the potential is measured along the X-axis and the current
is measured along the Y-axis. Typically as one moves from right to left the
potential increases and as one goes from bottom to top one goes from
anodic current to cathodic current.
A CV is taken by scarming the potential in one direction and then
reversing the direction of the scan using a working electrode which is
immersed in an unstirred solution (so as not to generate noise in the scan)
containing the electroactive compound of interest. The potential of the
working electrode is measured versus a reference electrode which usually is
a standard saturated calomel electrode (SCE) or a silver/ silver nitrate
electrode. Also included in the mixture to be measured is a counter
electrode which completes the electrochemical cell. The solvent should be
chosen so that neither its oxidation nor its reduction occur in a region that
will interfere with the oxidation or the reduction of the species of interest.
Typical solvents for CVs include dichloromethane and acetonitrile.

To

ensure that the solution maintains conductivity while the cyclic
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voltammogram is being taken, one also typically adds supporting electrolyte
to

the

solution.

Compounds

such

as

tetrabutylammonium

hexafluorophosphate (BU4NPF6), lithium perchlorate (LiC104) and
tetramethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (Me4NBF4) are common
supporting electrolytes. The concentration of the supporting electrolyte is
usually much higher than that of the electroactive species to be measured to
also ensure that the conductivity of the solution is maintained.
When measuring the potentials of the species of interest one generally
will scan starting at a lower or higher potential them where the reaction on
the working electrode occurs. One proceeds through this potential where the
reaction occurs and perhaps several other potentials where reactions occur
before the direction of the scan is reversed and the potential is measured in
the other direction. The cycling rate can be varied which is particularly
advantageous if the intermediates or reaction products are unstable. With
unstable intermediates or products the scan rate can be done very quickly
which will allow the oxidation or reduction potentials to be determined
before they decompose. The scan rates can also be varied to determine if the
oxidation or reduction is diffusion-controlled. If the square of the scan rate is
plotted versus the current and a straight line is obtained this indicates that
the process is diffiision-controlled.
When performing cyclic voltammetry if one sees both an oxidation
peak and a reduction peak with the potential of the oxidation peak being
slightiy higher than that of the reduction peak then one can surmise that the
reaction might be reversible. If an oxidation or reduction peak does not have
a peak in the other direction which is close to it one can conclude that the
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process is irreversible and an intermediate or a reaction product is being
made. The compounds observed here were scanned from 0 to 1.5 V and
then back. Most of the dithiins undergo a reversible process followed by an
irreversible process at more positive potential. For many of the compounds,
the reversible process was then focused upon to see if both the oxidation and
reduction reactions were diffusion-controlled.
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Dithiin Electrochemistry
Cyclic voltammetry of all dithiin samples was done in CH2CI2 and/or
CH3CN (at 1.14 and 0.99 mM respectively) in the dark under a rigorously
inert atmosphere (in a dry train Vacuum Atmosphere dry box).

All

experiments were performed in an undivided electrochemical cell. An
auxiliary platinum wire was used as the counter electrode (after heating to
incandescence), with graphite in platinum as the working electrode and Ag/
O.IM AgN03 in CH3CN as the reference electrode. nBu4N(PF6) was used
as the supporting electrolyte at a concentration of 0.1 M. The working
electrode was cleaned between each scan by scrubbing with fine alumina
powder and then drying with a Kim-wipe. The counter electrode was also
cleaned between each scan and wiped to dryness with a Kim wipe. For all
experiments, the electroactive species to be studied was also added to the
cell at a concentration as close to 1.0 mM as could be obtained. The total
volume of the solution in the electrochemical cell was always -10.0 mL. All
peak potentials reported are for scan rates measured at 100 mV/sec.
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Thiarubrine A Electrochemistrv
The natural product thiarubrine A 1 is a naturally occurring dithiin
from plants such asAspilia mossambicesis^^^-^^^. Thiarubrine A and
thiophene derivative 2

\J

s—s
1

2

obtained photochemically from thiarubrine A were obtained from Prof.
Tower and Jon Page from the University of British Columbia. Table 10.1
summarizes the data obteiined from the cyclic voltammograms that were
performed on these two samples.
Table 10.1 A summary of the electrochemical data obtained from the cyclic
voltammograms of thiarubrine A 1 and its photochemically derived
thiophene derivative 2.
solvent

^Pi ^

^P2

1

CH2C12

1.04

1.36

1

CH3CN

0.956

1.26

2

CH2CI2

1.343

none seen

compound

Thiarubrine A has two irreversible oxidation peaks and the thiophene
derivative has one irreversible oxidation peak.

No reduction peaks were

seen. The addition of alumina (which was stirred and then allowed to settle)
to the thiarubrine A sample (to both the dichloromethane and the acetonitrile
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solution) resulted in no observable change in the voltammograms.
Anhydrous alumina was added to dry the sample. Presumably with the
elimination of water the oxidation products would be stable enough to be
reduced, perhaps resulting in a reduction peak and reversible oxidation.
This however was not the case. Only an oxidation peak was observed.
To confirm that the cyclic voltammograms were done on the authentic
thianibrine A sample, UVA^is spectroscopy was done on the thiarubrine A
sample in dichloromethane at the end of the electrochemical experiments.
The UVA^is spectrum although not identical to the spectrum taken by Jon
Page does agree relatively well. They report X-m's at 340 and 480 nm (e of
10000 cuid 3000, respectively) in acetonitrile. The A-m's in our UVA^is
spectrum (done in dichloromethane) were at 346 and 494 nm.

The

extinction coefficients were not calculated because the concentration of the
sample was not known although the absorbances do seem to agree with the
known extinction coefficients ( absorbances of 0.72 and 0.22 for the ^.m of
346 and 494 nm, respectively).
All other dithiin samples were obtained from Prof. Block's laboratory
at SUNY-Albany.

1,4-Diphenylthiophene was synthesized using a

published procedure.Table 10.2 is a summary of all of the
electrochemical data obtained from derivatives of the 1,2-dithiins 3, 1,4dithiins 4, and any thiophene derivatives 5 run. Derivatives of compound 3
generally showed a reversible oxidation followed by an irreversible
oxidation at higher potential as did the diphenyl derivative of compound 4.
Neither the parent of 4 (1,4-dithiin) nor the 1,4-diphenyl-thiophene had an
irreversible second oxidation peak. All compounds were run at varied scan
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rates (10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 mV/sec) to ensure that the
oxidation and reduction reactions were diffusion-controlled. In all cases,
when the square of the scan rate was plotted versus the current at the
oxidation and reduction peaks, a straight line was obtained indicating that all
of the electrochemical reactions were indeed diffusion-controlled.

S—S

3

4

5
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Table 10.2 A summary of the electrochemical data obtained from cyclic
voltammograms of selected dithiins and thiophenes.
(V)

compound

R

solvent

Bl] (V)

3

-H

CH3CN

0.698

0.589

3

-H

CH2CI2

0.863

0.747

3

-CH3

CH3CN

0.647

1.21

0.559

3

-C6H5

CH3CN

0.747

1.04

0.666

3

-C6H5

CH2CI2

0.804

1.23

0.726

3

-CH2OH

CH3CN

0.679

0.914

0.574

3

-CH2OH

CH2CI2

0.822

1.13

0.710

4

-C6H5

CH3CN

0.582

1.23

0.504

4

-H

CH3CN

0.573

0.472

5

-C6H5

CH3CN

1.04

0.912

5

-C6H5

CH2CI2

1.14

1.02

(V)

For comparison purposes with 1,4-dithiin, 1,4-selenothiin 6, the 1,4tellurothiin 7, (both obtained from Prof. Block's lab) and diphenyl disulfide 8
(procured firom Aldrich) were also run with the results in Table 10.3.

6

7

8
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Table 10.3 A summary of the electrochemical data obtained from cyclic
voltammograms of 1,4-selenothiin, 1,4-tellurothiin, and diphenyl disulfide.
compound

solvent

^Pi ^

6

CHbCN

0.567

0.467

7

CHsCN

0.332

0.242

8

CH3CN

1.29

1.14
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Dithiirane Electrochemistry
Cyclic voltammetry was performed on 1 and 1.5 mM solutions of the
dithiirane derivative

9 (obtained from Prof. J. Nakayama, Saitama

University) in rigorously dried and deoxygenated CH2CI2 and CH3CN,
respectively. The experiments also were performed under inert gas in a
dritrain Vacuum Atmosphere glove box.

9
The experimental setup was the same as before and again 0.1 M nBu4NPF6
was used as the supporting electrolyte and a Ag/.Ol M AgNOs in
acetonitrile electrode was used as a reference electrode. Platinum wire in
graphite was again used as the working electrode and a platinum wire was
used as the counter electrode. The results were different from the previous
in that only an irreversible oxidation peak was seen at scan rates of 100
mV/sec in each of the respective solvents (Table 10.4).
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Table 10.4 A summary of the electrochemical data obtained from cyclic
voltammograms of thiirane compound 9.
pOX

Pj

compound

solvent

9

CH3CN

1.11

9

CH2CI2

1.18

No other oxidation or reduction peaks were observed.

An external

calibration was performed using ferrocene in CH3CN to verify that the
experimental apparatus was working correcdy. Cyclic voltanmiograms were
measured at different scan rates in both of the solvents.

Plots of the

square root of the scan rate versus the peak current were linear for both
solvents indicating that the oxidation process is diffusion controlled in both
cases. Compound 1 was also spectrophotometrically examined to verify that
no decomposition of the sample had occurred prior to the electrochemical
studies. The proton NMR and the UV-Vis (Xm of 452 nm with no extinction
coefficient reported) spectra matched previously reported spectra.
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Deoxyzweibelane Electrochemistry
Cyclic voltammograms were also performed on the trans-deoxyzweibelane 10

and cis-deoxyzweibelane 11, shown below.

The

experimental setup for the electrochemical apparatus was as described
above except that these experiments were not performed in a dry box and
thus the solvents though dried were not rigorously degassed. The pertinent
electrochemical data are given in Table 10.5.
S

S

Table 10.5 A summary of the electrochemical data obtained from cyclic
voltanmiograms of selected deoxyzweibolanes.
cOX

Pi^ '

compound

solvent

10

CH3CN

0.792

10

CH2CI2

0.840

11

CH3CN

0.685

11

CH2CI2

0.860
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APPENDIX C. TRIPLE RESONANCE PROBEHEAD MODMCATION

Background
The carboxymethylated protein A (as mentioned previously in
Chapter 7) has two isotopically enriched nuclei

and 77se) adjacent to

one another. This offers the opportunity for advantageous experiments
involving both isotopes.

One involves a relayed transfer NOESY

texperiment where magnetization goes from proton to carbon to selenium to
carbon and back to the proton. Once magnetization has been transferred
back onto the proton, a NOESY is then performed. There are advantages of
this experiment over both a multiple quantum carbon-filtered NOESY and a
multiple quantum selenium-filtered NOESY. An advantage of this relayed
transfer NOESY over that of the selenium filtered NOESY is that all of the
coupling constants for this magnetization transfer are significantly larger
than the selenium-proton two-bond scalar coupling constant. The relayed
transfer NOESY is also superior to a carbon-filtered NOESY because it uses
the unique selenium in the protein which means only those resonances that
are close in space to the active site will be seen. If

is used then there

will be some ambiguity because when the protein was carboxymethylated
with Brl3cH2C02H some of the cysteines also became partially
carboxymethylated.
There are some potential drawbacks to these types of relayed transfer
NOESY experiments. One is that many transfers of magnetization are made;
therefore, there is more chance for inefficient transfers due to relaxation
processes. In a large biomolecule the relaxation times are likely to be much
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shorter than they are for small model compounds. Also these experiments
require three radiofrequency channels on an NMR spectrometer. This
generally is not a problem with modem NMR spectrometers as after about
1990 these became standard equipment,'^ as is the case with Professor
Michael Brown's Bruker AMX500 spectrometer. Besides the availability of
a third channel, another frequency generator is usually needed in addition to
a power amplifier as well as some gating electronics (usually this is just a
computer board). Unfortunately, a triple resonance probehead (which was
not available) is also required (or potentially a way to convert an inverse
probe into a triple resonance probehead). There have been several reports
about how to do this conversion (for an example see the work of S. Kan et
al.).

It was decided that the best way was not to modify a probe but to

have an external box that could be placed before the probehead which would
allow the probehead to resonate at three frequencies. Constantin Job of the
Biological NMR Facility was invaluable in the design and manufacture of a
frequency box that would allow triple resonance experiments.
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Experimental
The following experimental section is mostly the work of Constantin
Job but it is included here for the reader's convenience. The frequency box
was designed and manufactured to work on an inverse probehead with the
intention of resonating at the frequencies of the proton, selenium, and carbon
but it can be used for other frequencies because the box is tunable. Figure
1 l.I depicts a schematic of the electronics and Figure 11.2 depicts the plans
for the box.
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Figure Il.l This figure shows the radiofrequency circuit which combines
two frequencies into one channel enabling triple resonance experiments
utilizing a standard NMR probe. C1-C4 are variable capacitors (model;
TTNRP-VC20; Polyflon Company, CT) with a range from 2 to 20 pF, C5
and C6 are variable capacitors (model: TTNRP-VC30; Polyflon Company,
CT) with a range from 3 to 30 pF, LI and L2 are 3-tum coils made of silver
wire. The capacitors C1 and C3 are used to match the network to 50 ohms
for the first inverse frequency. Analogously, C2 and C4 are used for
matching the second inverse frequency. The inductor LI and the capacitor
C5 generate a resonance at the first inverse frequency and L2 and C6 at the
second frequency. The output to the NMR probe drives the broadband input
of the inverse NMR probe. The matching capacitor of a Bruker inverse
probe is set to 000 and the tuning capacitor is set to 8819 to resonate at the
frequencies of
(125.7 MHz) and ^^Se (95.3 MHz). Using a frequency
sweep generator, a reflection bridge, and an oscilloscope, one can tune the
radiofrequency circuit to match the two frequencies. Due to the inductor and
the RF cable, one should expect a loss of about 50% in pulse strength
(increasing a 90° pulse by a factor of two). This, however, should not create
significant problems because the NMR signal is detected via the proton coil
which is not a part of the circuit.
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Figure 11.2 Schematic drawings for the plans for a triple resonance
frequency block with the position of the capacitors indicated. The top
drawing is a view from the top, the second and bottom drawing are views
from the back and front side, respectively, and the third and fourth drawing
are from the left and right side (where one can tune the capacitors).
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